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Groundbreaking Within Next Several Days

Alm° Company Awarded Post Office Contract
A $685,986 contract for the construction of a new post office facility
has been awarded to Cleaver ConInc., of Alma according to a
struti
Jon! .taiouncement made today by
4fficia1s of the U. S. Postal Service. The
announcement was made by \John
Dorn, regional Postmaster General,
('hicago; Jackie Strange, District
USPS manager, Louisville i Jim Gard,
MSC manager, Evansville; and Virgil
Gilliam, Murray postmaster.
Groundbreaking on the new 10,325
square foot post office building, which
will be located on Chestnut Street, is
expected to take place within the next
several days according to Gilliam and
Junior Cleaver, president of the local
construction company.

Gilliam said that he and the employees of the local post office are "sure
we can `glite a lot better service when
we get into the new facility."

"We are very happy that the project
was awarded to a local contractor,"
Gilliam said.
Cleaver said that as soon as his firm
receives a notice to proceed on construction, he will get started on the
building.
Gilliam noted that the bid approved
by USPS was somewhat higher than the
original estimate of $553,000 and that
the construction figure does not include
the architect's fee or the cost of the
land.
"The total cost of the project will be
well over one million dollars," Gilliam
added.
Peck iSe Associates of Paducah are
architects for the project.

The new post office building will
•'eliminate the present cramped conditions and limited parking facilities"
that currently hampers the operation,
GillianT added.
Gilliam said the new facility will have
all new equipment and will begin with
about 850 post office boxes available.
The Murray Post Office currently has
about 500 boxes available for patrons
and has a waiting list of about 200 at
present.
Mere s- ard the new facility will
allow the simple removal of a partition

for the addition of new boxes as needed.
The one story building will have a
,steel frame with exterior masonry
walls and a metal roof deck. The
contract includes the construction of
vehicle parking and maneuvering
areas as well as a concrete loading
dock, paving, sidewalks and landscaping.
Gilliam said that a "watchdog
committee" will be appointed to
oversee the project during its construction to make sure it meets the
architect's specifications.
The site for the new postal facility is
located on the south Ode of Chestnut
Street west of the old City Park. When
USPS first revealed it was interested in
the site, a move was started by some

local citizens who wished to keep the
post office in the downtown area.
That effort failed to. away postal officials who maintained that the
Chestnut Street site was better-suited
for its operations because it is more
centrally located in relation to local
postal routes and is much closer to the
major highways in and out of Murray.
The major stumbling block that had
to be overcome before USPS would
purchase the Chestnut Street site was a
drainage problem. Postal service
engineers had stipulated that the
property would only be suitable if the
city would allow the construction of a
drainage pipe underneath 10th Street
that would divert water from the site

onto the old City Park property.
The drainage request was discussed
at several city council meetings and the
city hired a local engineering firm to
study the effect the drainage proposal
would have on the park property and
other property owners further downstream from the project.
The council eventually approved the
drainage proposal opening the door for
the postal service to move ahead with
plans for the construction of the new
facility at the new location.
Cleaver Construction is currently
building churches in Calloway County
for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints and Elm Grove Baptist
denominations.
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Planning Efforts In
Full Swing For MSU
Homecoming Weekend
Planning efforts are in full swing at
Murray State University for the 47th
annual Homecoming weekend on
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 26-26.
Returning to the campus will be as
many as 15,000 alumni, students, former students, and friends for the
traditional two-day fall get-together
that will include a rapid succession of
events and renewal of friendships.
Activities include an assortment of
the usual features -- football, parade,
reunions, good food, parties, receptions, dances, both golf and tennis
competition, and an open basketball
practice session by the 1979-80 Racers.
Although Homecoming Day is officially Saturday, Oct. 27 -- with much
of the attraction to be focused on a 9:30
a.m. parade and the 2 p.m. football
game between the Racers and Eastern
Kentucky University -- Hoinecognirig
eve will offer interesting events too.
Competition ireboth the 10th annual
Homecoming Golf Tournament and the
fourth annual Homecoming Tennis
Tournament is scheduled on Friday,
with tennis to begin at 8 a.m on the
university courts and golf at 9 a.m. at
the Murray Country Club. The entry fee
is $10 for each. Play in the tennis
competition will continue Saturday.
Events for both men and women are
planned for the golf tournament, with
trophies and other prizes to be awarded. Participants are encouraged to
submit entries as soon as possible to
M.C. Garrott in Sparks Hall 1502) 7622790.
Tennis entries should be submitted
not later than Oct. 12. Events will include men's class A singles and doubles
(for players with tournament experience), class B singles and doubles
(for novice players with less than two
years' experience), mixed doubles, and
age 50 and over singles. Players may
enter no more than two events. Entries
may be made by contacting the Alumni
Office, Sparks Hall, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071,

telephone (502 ) 762-3737.
A dinner and reunion for graduates of
the ROTC program at Murray State is
scheduled for 6:30 p.m. Friday in
Stewart Stadium. Reservations ale $7
per person.
The Agriculture Alumni Association
will present its 1979 Outstanding
Agriculture Alumnus Award and
recognize scholarship winners at a
dinner to begin at 7 p.m. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Pregame ceremonies at the football
game on Saturday will center on the
crowning of the 1979 Homecoming
Queen. Halftime activities will include
a performance by the Racer Band and
University Choir, recognition of the
1948 Murray State football team that
played in the Tangerine Bowl, and a
tribute to university ROTC graduates.
Other Saturday events scheduled
are:
— The usual lineup of breakfasts,
coffees, brunches, lunches, dinners,
parties, and reunions for fraternities,
other campus
sororities, and
organizations.
— A breakfast reunion of the
Tangerine Bowl team.
— An open basketball practice session
at 10:45 a.m. in the university
fieldhouse.
—The annual Homecoming- Alumni
Smorgasbord in Beshear Gymnasium
of the Student Center beginning at 11
a.m. Reservations are $5.50 a plate and
may be made in the Alumni Office in
Sparks Hall on the campus no later than
Oct. 23.
— A reception at Oakhurst, the
president's residence, with Dr. and
Mrs. Constantine W. Curris as hosts,
immediately following the football
game.
—A Homecoming Dance sponsored
by the Black Advisory Council at 8 p.m.
in Beshear Gymnasium and a
Homecoming Dance sponsored by the
Student Government Association at 8
p.m. in Ordway Hall.

Community Theatre
To Open Fall Season
The Community Theatre will open
their fall season with a dinner theatre
musical revue starring Mary Stout in
"Act Two" Oct. 11, 12 and 13 at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
The show will inclule original
sketches, many Broadway tunes,
scenes, and dancing in two acts that
feature Miss Stout and Community
Theatre director Richard Valentine.
Suzanne Johnson and Joe Jackson will
team up as music directors and accompanists for the entertainment.
Miss Stout recently completed
filming an hour-long special for
television in Nashville which will be
seen in this area sometime in
November. She has appeared in the
Grand Ole Opry House, as a command
performer at the Tennessee Governor's
Mansion, and at the Kennedy Center in
Washington. Her musical theatre
credits around the country range from
"Godspell" to Bloody Mary in "South
Pacific."
She and Valentine had worked
together in dinner theatre and
television several years ago in
Lexington and teamed up in Murray
more than two years ago to kick off
Community Theatre's first summer
theatre season when they presented
"Stouthearted" at the Colonial House.
She is appearing here for two weeks
before returning to her home in New
York and then going back on the road to

U.S. Gives Canal
Zone To Pana
ma
,

IS THIS THE UNIVERSITY THEATRE? — Fifty signs such as this one at
Wilson Hall were placed last week in front of various buildings on the
Murray State University campus. Dr. Mark Malinauskas, director of the
University Theatre, said thai members of the Sock and Buskin drama club
made the signs to point out that few people know the University Theatre is
located on the first floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center on the campus. The Theatre's first production of the season, Neil Simon's 'Barefoot in
the Park,' will begin Thursday, Oct. 4, and continue through Saturday, Oct.
Staff Photo By Debbie N. Lee
6.

'Barefoot In The Park'
To Be First Production
An overly curious mother and an
"Barefoot in the Park," a three-act
comedy hit by playwright Neil Simon, eccentric neighbor provide sufficient
problems for the newlyweds during a
will be the first major production of the
period of adjustment.
year presented by the University
Theatre at Murray State University
Their apartment has a faulty heating
Oct. 4-6.
system, a hole in the skylight and a
Curtain time for each performance is
manager who is in Florida for the
8 p.m. in the University Theatre on the
winter.
ground floor of the Doyle Fine Arts
"Barefoot in the Park" will be
Center on the campus.
under the direction of Dr.
presented
A comedy set in New York City, the
director of theatre
Malinauskas,
Mark
play is the story of a recently married
on the campus.
young couple and the move into their
Admission is $3 or by season ticket.
new apartment. The husband, Paul
Season tickets are on sale through Oct.
Bratter, is a young lawyer about to
6 at the cost of $9 for students and $10
argue his first case. His wife Cone
\for
others. Tickets may be obtained by
contents herself with decorating the
contacting the University Theatre,
couple's love nest. She has wild desires
Murray State University, Murray, Ky.,
to walk barefoot in Central Park in
42071, (telephone 502-726-4421.)
Feburary.

By TOM FEN'TON
Associated Press Writer
BALBOA, Panama (AP) — The
United States turned over the Panama
Canal Zone to Panama early today
amid the clamor of church bells and a
shower of fireworks as hundreds of
thousands of Panamanians prepared to
march into the territory.
The bells began pealing at midnight
Sunday as the 646-square-mile zone
Panamanian
became
officially
property after 76 years of U.S.
jurisdiction. The fireworks erupted
from atop 650-foot Ancon Hill, where a
150-foot flagpole was erected for the
hoisting of a giant Panamanian flag
-today.
The flag, which will be floodlit at
night, will be visible for miles, including from ships,waitingjn Panama
Bay to enter the canal.
Thousands of Panamanians spent
Sunday night partying in the downtown
area of the capital. They included
busloads brought in from the provinces
for the symbolic march of possession
into the zone today.
The country's 1.8 million people were
told it was their "patriotic duty" to
participate in the march. The capital's
streets were decorated with posters
exhorting "Everyone to the Zone."
About 250,000 marchers were expected.
Many of the American civilians in the
zone, known locally as Zonians, were
worried about the march.
"My dad said we should stay inside
today and that we should get everything
off the patio," said 10-year-old Matthew
Haught.
Canal pilot Jack Waters, who lives
near the marchers' route, said he
wasn't sure whether he would go to
work today.
"I'm supposed to take a ship through
today. I'm worried about my family.
There's no way you can control a crowd
like that," Waters said.
The marchers were to enter the zone
by along Fourth of July Avenue, which
the Panamanians call Avenue of the
Martyrs because 24 Panamanians died
in battles with U.S. troops during antiAmerican riots in 1964.
by
triggered
The
rioting,
Panamanian unhappiness over the 1903
treaty that gave the United States the
canal zone "in perpetuity," led
President Johnson later in 1964 to
commit the United States to negotiating
new pacts with Gen. Omar Torrijos, the
Panamanian strongman.
Under the new treaties which
President Carter and Torrijos signed in
1977, the Canal Zone government went
out of existence at midnight Sunday and
the 35,000 Americans living in the zone
are subject to Panamanian laws.
.Panama takes over most basic serviees

Court To Decide Workers'Case

Mary Stout
work with Burt Reynolds at his dinner
theatre in West Palm Beach, Fla., in a
production of "The Sound of Music."
WASHINGTON(AP)— The Supreme
Court today agreed to decide whether
Miss Stout will be making many
appearances throughout Calloway , American workers,. may refuse, free
County in every school as part of the \r from ernployer retaliation, to perform
skobs they consider too dangerous.
Theatre's education program. She will
In a case of great significance, the
be giving performances and lectures
justiceswill study whether federal laws
gleaned from years of experience in
and regulations bar employers from
television, film, and the stage as a
taking action against workers who base
singer, director, and actress in both
musical comedy and drama.
their refusals on a belief that the
Reservations for tickets should be
assigned tasks present an immediate
made immediately by calling the
danger of death or serious injury.
Community Theatre's 24-hour recorded
Two federal appeals courts have
reservation service at 753-7511. House
reached opposite conclusions eri the
Committee chairman B.J. Ben-ill will
issue. In the case acted on today,the 6th
handle all seating arrangements. Trkf
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in
$9.50 ticket price includes the
favor of Labor Secretary Ray Marproduction, a buffet dinner, drinks and
shall's authority to protect workers.
rolls, dessert, tax and tip. Seating is
That ruling was appealed by the
limited.
Whirlpool Corp., which was sued by

Marshall after it took disciplinary
action against two employees at its
household appliance plant in Marion,
Ohio.
A section of the Occupational Safety
and Health Act of 1970 states that
employers cannot discharge or
discriminate against employees who
file a safety complaint against them.
A Labor Department regulation
implementing that section of the act
clarified that employees have no right
to walk off the job because of potential
unsafe conditions at the workplace.
"However," the regulation stated,
"occasions might arise when an employee is confronted with a choice
between not performing assigned tasks
or subjecting himself toserlous injury
or death arising froni a hazardous

condition at the workplace."
The regulation said that in such an
event, workers who refuse to perform
assigned tasks are protected, under
certain conditions, against subsequent
retaliation.
The condition causing the worker's
fear "must be of such a'nature that a
reasonable person under the circumstances then confronting the
employee would conclude that there is a
real danger of death or serious injury
and that there is insufficient time ... to
eliminate the danger through resort to
regular statutory enforcement channels."
Employees must also have sought
help from the employer in correcting
the dangerous condition, the regulation
said .

a4he area, along with the operation of
in
t ports and railroads and becomes
l dlord for 996 houses in which canal
ccknpany employees live.
A new U.S. government agency, the
Panama Canal Commission, will
operate the canal until the year 2000.
'The United States also retains five
military bases occupying 109 square
miles of the zone and manned by 10,000
troops until the year 2000. and the
headquarters of the U.S. Southern
Command will continue to be located
there.
The head of the command, Lt. Gen.
Dennis P. McAuliffe, was relieved
Sunday by Maj. Gen. Wallace H.
Nutting on Sunday, and McAuliffe
retired after 35 years in the army to
become the new Canal Commission's
,
chief aciministrator.
The last governor of the Canal ,Zone,
Harold Parfitt, presided over an
emotional ceremony at sundown
Sunday in which the American flag was
lowered from the pole of honor at the
Canal Company administration
building.
Tears welled in the eyes of some of
the hundreds of Americans who
gathered on the grassy hillside below
the building to watch Parfitt perform
his last official act as governor.
Vice President Walter Mondale
arrived Sunday afternoon for the final
ceremonies and planned to stay until
Tuesday.

President Carter
To Address Nation
On Troops In Cuba
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter is putting the finishing touches
on a nationally broadcast address
_tonight dealing with a brigade of Soviet
troops in Cuba, a situation Cuban
President Fidel Castro calls an "invented crisis."
Carter was returning to the White
House today, where he will deliver the
speech at 9 p.m. EDT, after spending
the weekend at Camp David.
White House spokesman Dale
Leibach said he did not believe Carter
had summoned any speech writers to
the presidential retreat, indicating he
was working on the speech alone with
his wife.

today's index
One Section — 12 Pages
Aces
Classifieds
Comics
Crossword
Dear Abby
Deaths& Funerals
Dr. Lamb
Farm Pages
Horoscope
Local Scene
Opinion Page
Sports

9
10,11
10
10
3
12
2
89
2
2,3
4
5,6

chance of
showers
A chance of showers and
thunderstorms tonight and
turning cooler. Lows in the Mid
50s. Partly cloudy, breezy and
much cooler Tuesday. Highs in
the upper 60s to low 70s
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Thornton-Wright Vows
Solemnized At Church

iiia

Bedside Manners
DEAR ABBY: The letter from the newlywed signed
FRUSTRATED, who couldn't wait for her husband to be
released from the hospital to have sex, reminded me of a
similar incident:
Years ago, when I was On night duty at a hospital, a
woman patient rang her bell and asked if id mind standing
guard.
RETIRED RN, MILWAUKEE
._ DEAR RETIRED: At least she asked.
DEAR ABBY: I was once in the same predicament as
FRUSTRATED,and my husband and I were ready to climb
the walls. Then we spoke to his doctor. who wrote my husband a "prescription" and gave it to the head nurse. We still
have the "prescription" in oecscrapbook.i
One. nurse entered our room out of curiosity, but we felt •
justified in telling her to stay Out — that it was -doctor's
Orders that we were not to be disturbed for two hours.
• There were no more problems'once the. word got around
the nurses station:• •
Sign this ...
SA V ED BY UN USU AL PRESCRIPTION
DEAR ABBY: As an RN in a Houston hospital 1 have seen
some mighty strange goings-on. I recall a complaint from a
woman who was sharing a double room with a pretty young._
girl who had broken both legs in a skiing accident. It seems
that the girl(with both legs in casts, yet!I had frequent visits
from her husband, during which time they carried on as
though they were in a private room. When I confronted the
young girl with her roommate's complaint,she said."If she's
such a prude, she can turn the other way."
TRUE STORY
DEAR ABBY: The letter from ti frustrated newlywed
reminded me of my days as a young intern at St. Joseph's
Hospital in Syracuse. N.Y.
I'll never forget the 82-year-old patient who had a young
woman visiting him. I went into his room to tell him that
visiting hours were over. At fiesttlt appeared that he was
alone. then I discovered that theyivere BOTH in his bed!
was more embarrassed than they were.'
• NEW YORK MJJT
DEAR ABBY:In my 16 years of private nursing. I cannot
count the number of times I've been embarrassed when I've
walked into private. -semi-private and ward rooms to.find
people with the same views as FRUSTRATED.
I am not totally without sympathy. but I, think the
patient's health should be cared for at the hospital, and his
romantic needs elsewhere. A hospital is not a hotel. If a
patient is well enough for marital relations, and wants to get
his $98'a-day's worth, perhaps he should be transferred to
the nearest Hilton.
MARY IN DULUTH

Women's Guild To
Hold Meet- Tuesday

HAIR MAKEUP
Always pick a hairstyle thatThe Women's Guild of St.
will do the most for your
Church will
; appearance.
To
coun- Leo's Catholic
Oct. 2, in
Tuesday,
meet
terbalance tired lines or bags
will
Members
Hall.
Gleason
. under the eyes, choose a
p.m.
hairstyle that lifts off the face, recite the Rosary at 1
business
perhaps a high headful of preceding the
crisp curls,'or take the side meeting.
A Baby Picture Contest wll
sections and brush them up
and back. Try a fluff of bangs be the feature of the program.
to soften a prominent nose. Members are asked to bring
themselves
Delicate bone structure can be baby pictures of
identification on
proper
with
emphasized with short curly
hair combed towards the face. the back.
Frances
A short neck-will-look longer _ Hostesses will ...he
Quertermous.
Lucy
and
Ross
with short hair.
Ar

Getting settled
made simple.
New-town dilemmas fads
after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Nostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for Oiler family.
I'll be listening for year sail.

11 elcomp
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Airy Hamilton 753-5570

Inge King 492-8348
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Tuesday,ON.2
First United Methodist
Tuesday,Oct.2
Jackson Purchase Doll Club Church Wonien,will meet at 10
will meet at_the Mayfield a.m. in the Hale Cha0C1 with
executive committee to meet
Library all p.m.
at 9 a.m. in the parlor anit
Group II of CWF of First coffee to be served at 9:33
••
in the secial hall.
Christian Church wilt meet at
2 p.m. at the home of Mrs. J.
-.E. Littleton with Mrs. George
Red Crorl Blood Drive,
Hart and Mrs_ Pauline sponsored by the Student
Speegle. as cohostesses. The
Senate and the Student
pi-9gram will be by Mrs. Government Association,
Martha Carter and the
"Murray State University, will
devotion by Mrst w Estelle
be from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
McDougal.
• Beshear Gymnasium,Student
Center.
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet-at 7
p.m. at the.club house with *
Wednesday,Oct.3
Stuart Poston as speaker.
Candle Sale by the Murray
High Scliool Chorus will begie
Hazel Senior Citizens ac- today.
tivities Will begin at 10 a.m.at
Hazel Senior Citizens will
the Hazel Community Center.
have activities at the Hazel
Murray TOPS Club will Community Center startinoi
10 a.m. Lunch will be served
Meet at 7 p.m. at the. Health
•
at11:45
Center.

Kappa Department
To Meet Tuesday

THE BIG EVENT!

OfInterest To

Senior Citizens

For Program Lnforrnation, Please Call 753-3314

1006

Monday,Oct. I
Lottie Moon Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet all p.m. at the home of
'Katie Outland.

Miss Sheri Gale Thornton,
Northaide Baptist Church
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Will
Women will meet with Ann
Downs Thornton. Sr., of
Salmon at 7 pae,
Murray, and James William
Singles Unlimited will not
Wright, son of Mrs. Wilburn
tonight.
meet
Wright, Sr., and the late Mr.
Wright of Paducah, were
Cub Scouts Of Chickasaw
married in a summer
District will have a bask
ceremony at 3 p.m. in the
training seminar from 6:30 to
sanctuary of the First Baptia
9 p.m. at Fellowship Hall,
Church. Murray.
First Baptist Church, Murray.
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
officiated at the.,candlelight
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
double ring ceremony read
7:'30 p.m. at the Health Center,
before an arched canNorth Seventh and Olive
delabrum. Flanking the altar
Streets.
were brass tree Candelabra
holding white tapers which
Divorce Support Group,
with
intertwined
were
sponsored by Counseling and
sprengeri and baby's breath.
Testing Center, Murray State
A unity candle was placed at
Uniersity, will meet at Ordthe altar. The family pews
way Hall. For information call
were marked with white
7624851.
tapers set in sprengeri and
Red Cross Blood Drive,
Flu shots will be given it the
baby's breath. •
Parenti Anonynjo_us will Calloway County Health sponsored by the Student
A program of nuptial music
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in, Center from 1 to 4 p.m. for Senate and the Student
was presented by Mrs. Joan
formation call 75394875 or 759- pet-Simi: 65 or older and with Government Assaciation,
Bowker, organist. Tony
1792.
chronic diseases. Any senior Murray State University, will
Thompson played selections
needing transportation continue today from 9a.m. to 5
'citizen
on the guitar as he and Alan
Life and Learning Classes _may call 753-0929 by 10 a.n L
p.m. at Beshear Gymnasium),
Jones sang.
begin at 7 p.m. in Beginning
• Student Center.
As the guests arrived they
Tole Painting in Room 411;
First Baptist Church
signed the bridal book which
Fine Arts Center; Advanced general WMU meeting will be
United Methodist Women of
Stacy
Mrs.
was attended- -by
Bridge at 1704 Ryan Avenue; at 9:30,a.m.at the church. , Goshen Church are scheduled
Mr. and Mrs. James IT illiam Wright
Owen Jones. The table was
Securities. and Investing irf
to meet at 7 p.m.
centered with an antique ,cut
Marty Clark, Randy Cothran, Memphis, Tenn., cousin of the Room 306, Business Building:
Dorothy Group of First
glass vase filled with
and Rick Gibbs, all _ of bride, distributed rice bags to
•
Baptist Church Wonien will
Baptist ' Women, 'Baptist
eucalypti and baby's breath
Paducah. 'Downs Thornton. the guests.
Lecture on /subliminal leave .at 11:30 a.m. to go to -Young Women, and Aeteens
which was given to the bride
brother of the bride,served as
The couple left -later for a seduction by Wilson Bryan Jonathan Creek Baptist are scheduled tirffieet--st-the—
by her grandfather, M. E. junior groomsman.
trip and are now Key will be at 8 p.m. in the Assembly.
wedding
•
Corner Baptist
Cherry
Templeton.
They all wore candlelight residing at their home in Student Center Auditorium,
.Church.
•
Bride's Dress
tuxedoes identical to that of Paducah.
Murray State University.
Bea Walker Croup of First
The bride, escorted by her the groom. Boutonnieres for
Out of town guests included
Baptist Church Women will
Mission groups of the Flint
father and given in marriage the men were eucalyptus
Flu shots will be given to meet with Mrs. Bill Sams. at Baptist Church are scheduled
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Gibbs, Mr.
by -both---hee-parents,- Wer-4:a a ---roses-andisahrs-hreathj
and Mrs. Bud Mulker, Randall persons 45 and older and 7:30p.m.
to meet at the church at 7 p.m.
formal gown of candlelight
Mrs. Thornton, mother of Cothran, Wilburn Wright, Jr., persong With chronic diseases
empire
The
knit.
wetreglo
the bride, wore a blue floor Ethaniel Faughn, Hazel and at the Health Center from 8 to
An Internationallyear of the
Murray Assembly. No. 19
lined bodice was adorned with length dress,and Mrs. Wright,
Melva Faughn, Mrs. Dorothy 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 4 p.m.
Rainbew-lor Girls Child luncheda stressing
the
of
Order
silk venise lace. Lace over mother of the groom, was
Clark, Beny Clark, Mrs.
will meet at 7 pan.at the lodge "Consumer Safety and
sheer organza _created a half- attired in an American Beauty
Chapter M of P. E. 0: will hall.
Mr. and
Robinson,
William
Products for Children's Use"
moon yoke in front and back, floor length dress.
Jan, meet with Mrs. H. L. Oakley
Clark,
Charles
Mrs.
will be held at the United
and formed a Queen Anne
Both mothers wore corsages Marty, and Carson Clark, Mr. at 7:30 p.m.
• Women's Guild of St. Leo,s Campus Ministry, Ordway
neckline:The untrimmed skirt of white silk roses with baby's •
and Mrs. Dale Elrode, Miss
Catholic Church will- meet at,_Fail, Murray State Univerflared to the floor and swept to breath and ivy.
Esther Class of Memorial
Debbie Davenport, Miss
Gleason Hall with members to sity.
a full chapel length train in a
with
meet
will
Church
Baptist
Templeton,
Mrs. Clara-Sheila Davenport, Mr. and
recite the Rosary.at 1 p.m.
sunburst of pleats.
Memphis,Tenn., and Mrs.&e Mrs. Neal Humphrey, and Margaret Taylor at 7 p.m.
To complete the ensemble Howell -.Thornton, Murra),
An 11-session Life and
David Sacharnaski, all of
Kappa Department, Murray Learning class inpreparation
. Murray Lodge No. 105 Frye
the bride selected,-a three 'grandmothers of the bride,
Cooper,
Ken
'Paducah;
tiered veil of silk illusion and
Herman Camden, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. and Accepted Masons will - Woman's Club, will meet at for distance running will begin
Mrs.
meeLat 7:30 p.m. at the lodge 7:30 p.m. at the club house fer at 5 p.m. in Roorn.105 Carr
edged in narrow venise lace Travelstead„ Paduce,
Alan JoneS, Mrs. Betty Staton, •
and
A potluck supper will be a "Project Workshop
hall.
attached to a • juliet crown grandmother --of the grow.,
Health Building, Murray state
,
Mrs. Gay Crass Robison, and
Cacti Party."
and
50
_served
25to
year
overlaid with matching lace were-presented with corsagis
pins
University.
Spans,.
Natiey
Miss
will
be
and sprinkled with seed Of silk camellias With ribboell
presented.
4
Lexington; Diane Paris,
Gladys Williamson Group Of
pearls..
matching their dresses
Brown,
.Bob
Smithland;
Nature's Palette Garden
- Tuesday,Oct.2
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
She'earried a classic
The wedding was directed
Mrs. Joe
Dexter Senior Citizens are will meet at the church to go to Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
gardenias, by Mrs. Gene Parker, . Louisville; Mr. and
of
cascade
Templeton, Tracy Templeton, scheduled to meet at 10 a.m. at the home of Susie Scott for a the Ellis Community Centier
stephanotis, and baker's fern Murray, who was presented a
M. E. Templeton,Sr., Mr. and the Dexter Center.
with the lesson on '.'Making
meeting at 7:30 p.m.
ivy.
of
with a cathedral strand
corsage of-eucalypti,
4 Mrs. Brooks Lammey, Audra
Dried Flower ArrangemenMiss Krista Kennedy served
Reception
and David Lammey, Mrs.
ts." Emma Knight will be
Ellis Center will be open
as maid of honor...Bridesmaids
Following the ceremony the- Clara Templeton, Mr. and
Open house will he held at hostess.
from JO a.m. to 3 p.m. for
Were Miss Becky Thornton parents of the bride hosted a
Mrs. Charles Templeton, and activities by the Murray the Head Start Center at 7
and Miss DeAnn Thornton, reception at the fellowship
Templeton, all of Senior Citizens.
Dana
p.m.
Hanneford Circus shows will
sisters of the bride, and Mrs. hall of the church.
Memphis, Tenn.; Donna
be at 4:30 p.m. and 8 p.m., at
Trina Nicks Cooper. Miss
The bride's table, covered Batts, Wickliffe.
Life and Learning classes at the West Kentucky Livestock
Audra Lammey, Memphis, with a candlelight satin cloth,
Rehearsal Dinner
Murray State University twit Show and Exposition Center,
.Tenn., cousin of the bride,was was centered with a silver
Mrs. Wilburn Wright, Sr.,
- begin on -cake decorating -at College
Farm
Read-.
the junior bridesmaid.
wine cooler containing mother of the groom, was
6:30 p.m. in--Room N 206 Admission will be $4 'for
_ The attendants wore floor eucalypti, baby's breath,
hostess for the rehearsal
The Kappa Department of -Applied Science Building, and adults, $2 for children 6
length gowns of marble baker's fern, poppies, and
held at the Colonial' the Murray Woman's Club will on beginning bridge at 7 p.m. through 12, and children under
dinner
crepe dahlias. The three-tiered
camelot
mauve
House Smorgasbord.
meet Tuesday, Oct. 2, at 7:30 at 1704 Ryan Avenue.
6 free.
designed with blouson bodices wedding cake was erd* with
flower
Summer
at the club house, acp.m.
and gathered skirts. Tucks sprengeri and ado
with arrangements, designed by cording to Tonda West,
encircled the short sleeves eucalypti.
Mrs. Tommy Carroll and Mrs. department chairman.
and skirts. They each carried
Serving the cake were Mrs. Bill Page, were used as
This will be a "Project
a malange of natural foliage Sharon Lammey, Memphis,
The Biggest Sale Ewer
Covers were laid Workshop and Card Party."
decorations.
consisting of eucalypti and Tenn., aunt of the bride, and
.
ter 32 persons.
Hostesses will be Freda
Is Coming To
baby's breath with a ring of Miss Debbie McCord,Murray.
couple presented Steely, Melva Hatcher, Renee
the-Vidal
mauve
marble
the
Big K, October 1st
lave loop of
Assisting at the silver punch gifts to their attendants.
Wynn,and Donna Carr.
camelot crepe.
bowl were Mrs. Lenora
Luncheon
The groom wore a can- Skinner, Murray, and Mrs.
Mrs. Will Ed Stokes and
dlelight tuxedo with a can- Brenda Gibbs, Paducah. Mrs.
Edwin Stokes were
Mrs.
I 1••••••,... 1.1.11.1
dlelight shirt and vest. His Betty Staton, Lexington, and
for the bridesmaids'
hostesses
boutonniere was a gardenia Mrs. Janet Mulker, Paducah,
luncheon held at the home of
backed with baby's breath.
assisted in the entertaining.
the former. The ten persons
served
Jr.,
Wilburn Wright;
Mrs. Terri Downey provided were seated at decOrated
his brother as bestman. piano music at the reception.
The bride was
Groomsmen and ushers were Master David Lammey, tables.
presented with a wicker
clothes hamper for her new
home by the hostesses.

tonite's movies
ICTILPTY1 II

Community Calendar Events

Nutrition Program Menus
Are Listed For This Week
The menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly and
Meals on Wheels have been
released for this week. Meals
are served Monday through
Friday at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center and the Hazel
Community Center, and two
drys each Week at the Ellis
Center. Meals are also sent
out each day.
For reservations call Wilma
Wilson, site mariager, 7538938.
Menus are as follows:
Monday—beef stew with
carrots, lima beans, celery
cheese sticks, hot roll, butter,
orange, milk, coffee or tea.
Tuesday—hot brown, mixed
vegetables, tomato lettuce
salad, hot roll, butter,
Hawaiian sweet potatoes,
Milk,coffee or tea.
Wednesday—fried chicken,
mashed potatoes, green
beans, carrot sticks, hot roll,
butter, Hawaii fruit cup, milk,
coffee or tea.
Thursday—ba r bele pork,

baked beans, cabbage and
carrot slaw, hot roll, butter,
fruited pudding, milk, coffee
Or tea.
Friday-braised beef liver
with onion gravy, mshed
potatoes, stewed tomatoes,
hot roll, butter, apple sauce
cake,milk,coffee or tea.

Jennifer Crouse Is
Medalist At-Oaks
Women's GolfPlay

Ladies'Day,Golf
Winners Named At
Murray Club Play
Winners in the Murray Country Club's Ladies Team- Tournament Golf Play on
Wednesday, Sept. 26, have
been announced by Edith
Garrison, golf hostess.
First place prize was won by
Veneta Sexton, Margaret
Shuffett, Eddie Mae Outland,
and Anna Mary Adams. .
Phyllis Kain, Cathryn
Garrott, Nancy Fandrich,and
Sue Costello were second
place winners.
Third place winners were
Fairs Alexander Diana
Villanova, Rowena Cullom,
and Lou Doran.
In fourth place were
Chris
Hulse,
Frances
Graham, Toni Hopson, and
Madelyn Lamb.
The Ladies Golf Awards
banquet will be held at the
club house on Wednesday,
Oct. 17.

Crouse
was
Jennifer
medalist for the last ladies
day golf of the season held by
the women of the Oaks
Country Club on Wednesday,
Sept. 26. Peggy Noel had low
putts.
First flight winner was
Burlene Brewer with low putts
going to Wanda Brown. •
Blind hole went to Carolyn
The first big-gun battleship
Caldwell, and poker hand was
won by Marilyn Berndt& was Britain's Dreadnought. It
Vickie Nance was golf hostess. was launched in 1906.

Endless
energy source
discovered.
In about 33 A.D. this great source of power was revealed,
first toonly 12 men,and then to the world. These twelve men
were called the disciples of Christ. The awareness of this
inexhaustible source of power has grown to encompass the
world through many different Christian churches. The power
is called Jesus Christ.
This source of energy is yours for the asking. You cantook
into it by simply believing and accepting. It's as simple as
follow-the-leader.
We hope you will look upon the Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ) as a natural outlet in your search for the power
behond yourself.
Prepare now for that time whtn you will need more energy
and power than a human being alone can muster. Find the
church home that will help you achieve all that God planned
for you.
We want to help. Come in this Sunday and let's work on it
together.

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
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Stuart Poston To
Speak Tue.sdav For
Delta Department
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Stuart
Poston,
administrator of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital,
will be the speaker at the
meeting of the
Delta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club to be held
Tuesday, Oct. 2, at 7 p.m. at
the club house..
Program chairman for the
evening will be Enid Sanders.
Hostesses will be Jo Oakley,
Sue Fairless, Frances Brown,
Joe Nell Rayburn, and
Mayrelle Clark.
NUTS& BUTTER
,Bring out the full flavor of ,
nut meats by toasting with
butter. Spread four cows- of
nutmeats on a shallow baking
f11. dot with one-half cup of
butter and sprinkle with salt.
Place in 350 degree over 20
Stirringocin I flutes,
casionally.
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are they
living
in the
past?
Outwardly, Episcopa,lians
are pretty steeped in tradition - But in their relations
with the world about them,
they re a -today.. sort of
bunch
They're usually among the
first to address a compassionate ministry to -people
problems- wherever those
problems crop up.
Take alcoholism. It's no
accident that one of the
founders of Alcoholics
Anonymous was a sympathetic Episcopal minister,
Sam Shoemaker and some
folks. today. make Jokes
about "Whiskeypalians.It's true that this denomination is a bit more tole/ant
than some They nourish a
strange belief in guidelines
—not straight-jackets— for a
Christian life _They're not interested in condemning
but in helping people
It isn't really a new idea
Just a timely one
Episcopalians believe they
have good reason for many
of their views Maybe some
of the reasons would make
sense to you, too It costs
you nothing to contact the
nearest Episcopal minister
and find out He won't even
twist your arm
St. John's
Episcopal Chord
1620 Wtst Main
4I 1

II 41 Ominvb

The Rev. Stoplion Dovonport
753.3531

Local Couple Will
Be Honored Sunday

Getting to sleep

Miss Sheryl Requarth,
bride-elect of Randal Scott,
was the homored guest at a
househoid shower held on
Sept. 18 at the home of Mrs.
Tommy Marshall with Mrs. J.
D. Outland assisting.
The 'honoree was presented
a . corsage of white daisies
decorated with giild wedding
rings. The mother of the brideto-be, Mrs. Gerry Requartb
and the, mother of the groomto-be, Mrs. James Lee Scott,
were each present • corsages

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2,1979
What kind of day will platonic interest to your house
for big
tomorrow be? To find out what for a visit? Watch out
not
the stars say, read the talkers and those who do
promises.
fulfill
forecast given for your birth
LEO
Sign.
(July 23 to Aug. 7214/24- tr
ARIES
Shared mental interests the
4
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)grot
key to romance now. An exSocial life is lively and the
travagant friend may cause
climate ripe for romantic
you to spend too much. Nix big
introductions. Existing ties
money deals.
benefit through fraternizing
VIRGO
with others.
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 1/77
TAURUS
Stick to facts in talks with
(Apr. 20 to May 201
co-workers. You'll find efSomeone at work or nearby ficient ways to improve inwould like to get to know you come. Others may be lax re
better. In the p.m. you could obligations.
go overboard in the pursuit of LIBRA
leisure time thrills.
(Sept. 23 to Oct.
GEMINI
Special attention to your
( May 21 to June 20)
appearance brings benefits.
Your love tends to be for one Follow through on new
at a distance. Stress proper creative ideas. A party may
behavior at social functions. be too wild for your taste.
CANCER
SCORPIO
(June 21 to July 22)
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Why not invite a romantic or
The stars indicate a possible
secret love. it it materializes,
find a quiet spot for just the
two of you. A boisterous party
can drag on through the late
hours.
SAGITTARIUS
W/qc
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
A good time for writing
letters, esp love notes. A
friend may surprise you with
the depth of feeling. Pay atMen's & Ladies
tention careerwise.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
You may be surprised by a
business associate's romantic
interest in you. Attend to
financial details in deals with
others. Watch fine print.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
with
meet
Travelers
romance. Socializing abets
career progress. A financial
Mix or Match
proposal is a bit too wonderful
to be true. Be skeptical.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Sex can be a personal issue
LAUNDERED AND
Private business talks are
PRESSED TO PERFECTION favored. A partner' or close
GOOD ALL WEEK
ally means well but could be
ON HANGERS
exaggerating.
OR FOLDED
YOU BORN TODAY are
kind and gentle, yet have
Leadership abilities. Attracted
to politics and jobs involving
:ravel, your high ideas serve
vou well in service to others.

FISHY ODORS
Notice:a fishy smell at your
house for days after you poach
fish' Next time reduce fishy
odors with a drop of vinegar in
the cooking liquid.

()penis m thfipm

Phone 753-9525
6 I)av% A Week

THE BIG EVENT!
The Biggest Sale Ever
Is Coming To
Big K, October 1st

Message rom Kay:

WEIGHT
VICKIE OVERBY was recently named as "Girl of the
Year" for the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi.
The award is given to the girl who has earned the most points
for the year. Points are given for attendance and participation in service, ways and means, and social activities. Mrs.
Overby, the former Vickie Bolen, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Bolen, Murray. She and her husband, Dick Overby,
and their son, Justin, reside at 510 North Fifth Street, Murray. She is employed at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital in the Medical Records Department. A member of
the sorority for two years, Mrs. Overby has been active in the
sorority's activities, having headed several committees as
chairman and served on others. At present she is serving as
the chapter's second vice president. A dinner was held in
Mrs.Overby's honor at The Peddler.

Kay Morrissey
Area Director
Class Information:

WATCHERS

and find out you CAN
be the thin person
you want to be!
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Class Information: MURRAY, KENTUCKY
First Presbyterian Church
1601 Main Street

Mondays

M
The cost? $10 to join, then $5 weetl'Itlythereafter.
No contracts to sign.
F.F/REO 4SIFF4E0 144.44D(.0.4144.5 OF WI IOW wATC.ILAS
*FiCHE4F3 •Fo0
Velf
h/A04.SSIT N V t,*(16144T 1444.41CrIERS INTE19.44.0 4004AL 4141
144,FPNAT,ONAL 44.0

Listen Up Good,
Honey!
Home Center, Inc.
Has
8 Great Styles Of

PEPPERELL
CARPETS

00

On Sale Now!
Priced From $899 To$1299

And Baby That Includes
Pad And Installation

You Can't BeatItSo Go Getle

2/369

(INTRA!.SHOPPING CENTER

Mr. and Mrs. Stark Finney of Benton Route 3 will celebrate
their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, Oct. 7, with a
On at-the Murray Jaycee Civic Center, Highway 121
North, Murray.
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to call
during the hours of 2 to 4:30 p.m.
Mr.and Mrs. Finney were married Oct. 5, 1929, by the Rev.
C. L. Hallber of Bowling Green, Ohio. Their attendants were
Mr.and Mrs. Lilburn Britt and Madison Jones.
The couple resided in Michigan until moving to Calloway
County in 1945. He is the son of the late John Finney and Betty
Jones Finney. She is the daughter of the late Elmer Murphy
and Vinia Lane Murphy.
Mr. and Mrs. Finney have two sons, Charles Finney of
Murray and Gayle Finney of Hazel; three gralidchildren—
Keith Finney, Murray, Pamela Finney, Hazel, and Mrs.
grandchild
Larry A. (Phyllis) Orr, Marion; one great
Ginger Orr.

JOIN

2 Piece
Suits

one HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs

lIrs..Stark Finney

What have you
got to lose?

doW

SHIRTS

Ur. and

Will Meet On
Wednesdav

"That's the way
you want
IL."

Prim Geed Toes., 31•4., lbws.
ON. 2, 3.4

idea that a girl should be able
to prove that she's a virgin
when she gets married. That's
important to some people but
to others these days it's not. Girls who have used tampons are better prepared for
and appear to have fewer
problems with their sex lives
than girls who have never had
any stretching of the vagina
at all.
One of the worst things that
can happen to a young woman
as far as getting started off
right in married life is to have
an unstretched vaginal vault
and be married to a man who
is impatient to satisfy his
desires. The end result is often
very painful and results in her
thinking that sex is a very
unpleasant experience. It's a
good way to ruin a young
couple's sex life.
So since you asked my
advice, I would say that having a satisfactory sex life
after marriage is a lot more
important than trying to
prove that you have ,had no
sexual experience.

Garden Club

of white daisies.
After Miss Requarth opened her gifts refreshments of fruit
tarts, little bits and zucchini
bread were served. The
Emma Knight will be
was
table
refreshment
for the meeting of the
hostess
covered with a white linen
Nature's Palette Garden,Club
cloth and Centered with an to
be held Wednesday, Oct. 3,
arrangement of fresh flowers!,' at 1:30 p.m. at the Ellis
serving
and
pewter
Crystal
Community Center.
pieces were . used. Lighted
"Making Dried Flower
candles were used at vantage
Arrangements" will be the
points throughout the house.
subject of the lesson. Eath one
Twenty four persons atis asked to bring her own
tended or sent gifts.
material.

Your Individual
Horoscope

I

I
I

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I won- New York, NY 10019. This
der if you can help me. After issue will give you guidelines
on improving sleep habits.
we moved into our home, a
factory was put into operation
One cif the important aids in
and it works 24 hours a day. I
in a
feel I'm losing my mind getting to sleep is being
place and avoiding
because I can't stand the con- quiet
light. It's also true
stant hum of the motors. annoying
that being nervous may
Thump. Thump. Thump.
sleep. I suppose
I have an awful time get- interfere with
irritates you when
noise
the
if
ting any sleep. I usually end
to go to sleep at
up on our sofa. Is there any you get ready
may also annoy you
it
night,
place I can buy something to
day. For that
block out all sound? I've tried during the
find that the
cotton and beeswax in my reason, you may helpful in the
be
ears as well as covering my ear plugs will
sleep so you dan
head with a pillow, but noth- Yours before
bedtime.
ing stops the noise. I take Val-, relax a bit before
LAMB — My
ium when it gets to my nerves • DEAR DR. years old and
too badly but I'd rather block daughter is 12swimming and
very active in
out the noise.
sports. I would like to
I am 59 and at the nervous Other it is advisable for her
know if
age although I'm not the only
wear Tampax while she is
neighbor the noise bothers. to
on her period. Her friends do,
(:unningluan
Morgan
I've
the
to
town
appealed
Mrs.
%!r. and
but I don't let her because of
council but the firm is too big
stretching the vagina as well
Mr. and its. Morgan Cunningham of Murray Route 2 Will to be forced to do anything.
as breaking the hymen. Please
be honored n their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday,
DEAR READER — You
let me know your opinion.
could go to an ear, nose and
Oct. 7, with a reception at the Community Room of the North
DEAR READER — It's a
throat specialist and be fitted
Branch of the Peoples Bank,South 12th and Chestntat Streets,
decision. Your attipersonal
for ear plugs. He or she can
Murray.
tude is probably based on the
provide you with customAll 'friends and relatives are invited to call between the
made ear plugs by making
hoursof 2to 5 p.m. The event will be hosted by their son, Danmolds of your ears. Some of
ny Cunningham and his wife, Judy, and by their daughter,
these plugs are designed to
eliminate the noises' that .are
Betty Mitchell and her husband,Bobby.
most annoying and still enable
• The couple requests that guests not bring gifts.
you to hear speech.
were
Cunningham
married
Oct.
Mrs.
5,
1929, by
Mr. and
Unless you already have
the Rev. A. R. Harris at his home in Marshall County, Their
• li ...;,... heavy curtains in your
•
Watson.
Gracie
and
Lexie
were
attendants
bedroom, they might help
Mrs. Cunningham is the former Greynell Watson,clatlhte.
some to block out the sound.
So will heavy rugs and any
of the late Charles Watson and Ophie Cunningham Watst n of
other form of increased iqpKirksey. Mr. Cunningham, a retired farmer, is the son of the
lation.
late Hugh Cunningham and Donie Jones Cunningham.
Since your basic problem is
They have two children, Mrs. Bobby Mitchelf, Almo Route
difficulty in getting to sleep, I
1, and Danny Cunningham, Murray. Route 2; eight
am sending you . The Health
Letter ninnber 10-6, Sleep
grandchildren—Roger Mitchell, Mrs. Paul(Debra) Williams,
And Insomnia. Other readert
Mrs. Dennis (Sherry) Fisher, Mylinda Mitchel Brian Mitwho want this issue can send
chell, Deana Cunningham, Dana Cunningham, and Denese
75 cents with a long, stamped,
Cunningham; three great grandchildren—Shay Michell, Eric
self-addressed envelope for it.
Gray
and
Williams.
Mitchell,
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper, P.O.
Box 1551, Radio City Station,

Marshall Home Is Scene Of
Shower For Miss Requarth

Golden Wedding
Event Is Planned

HEALTH

Jerry & Sandra Henry
Owners
U.S.641 North
"In The Village"
753-0707

* CARPET
* WALLPAPER
* VINYL FLOORING

Mon.-Fri.
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat.
7 a.m.-Noon
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

Opinion Page
EDIRMIAL

Social
Security Warning
The vote by state workers in
Alaska to withdraw from the
Social Security system ought to
be a warning that the program
is in serious trouble.
The state employees have
said, in effect, that they don't
believe that what they will get
out of the program is worth
what they're paying to stay in it
— a- vote of no confidence in
Social Security.
Although it is the first time
employees of a state government have voted to withdraw, it
is not an entirely isolated case.
A total of 98 governmental
bodies of various types in 16
states have decided to withdraw at the end of this year,
and another 147 have said they
will pull out by the end of 1981.
Some 100,000 workers are involved altogether. Several
state governments didn't join
Social Security in the first
place.
That ought to tell Congress
two things: that payroll taxes
to finance Social Security
programs are too high; and
that the loophole that allows
government workers to opt out
.of the system needs to be
closed.
The high, and growing, cost
to workers and the general
financial shakiness of the
Social Security system are
matters that need prompt at-.
tention
i. Washington.
Congress must devise a plan

Funny World•
There's nothing wrong with the
younger generation that most of us wish
we hadn't outgrown.

Agree Or Not

that puts less drain on
paychecks and assures workers
that benefits will be there when
they reach retirement age.
Congre4s also ought to make
Social Security "universal" —
that is, every worker should be
covered. As it now stands,
federal employees have their
own retirement plan and are
exempt from Social Security
taxes. State and loeal government employees have a choice
of being in or out of the system.
Logically, if Social Security
benefits are good enough for
the people who pay the salaries
of government workers — we
refer to the taxpayers -,-- they
ought to be good enough for the
public's so-called civil servants.
Members of Congress are
among the several *lions of
federal, state and local government workers who don't share
the burden of financing Social
Security. If they did they
probably yould be more
responsible in dealing with it.

EARTIN
0.
1
-d111011111111i

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose- of
providing a forum for the free
exchangt of differing opinions.
We. at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles- to only those
which parallel the editorial..
philosophy of this newspaper would'
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
Che attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be:

Heartllne is a service for senior
column. — G. P.
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
Medi-Cal is actually the equivalent of
questions and solve problems — fast. If
Medicaid in California. Medicaid is a
you have a question or a problem not
combination state and federally funded
saswered in these columns, write
assistance program designed to help
$leartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
pay medical expenses for those on low
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
or limited incomes. Most people who
receive a prompt reply, but you must
qualify for SSI automatically qualify
include a stamped, self-addressed
for Medicaid (or Medi-Cal in Califorenvelope. The most useful replies will
nia),
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Will you please let me
know at what age does a wife get Social
Security after her husband's death?
And he that taketh not his cross, and
Also, does_she have Medicare at this
followeth after me,is not worthy of me.
age too? — M. P. —Matthew 10:33.
A disabled widow can receive Social
It is very difficult to be a follower of
'Security disabled widow's benefits as
Jesus of Nazareth. It takes effort, work
early as age 55. A widow who is not
and even sacrifice to be a true
disabled can receive widow's benefits
Christian.
as early as age 60.
Normally you will not be eligible for
Medicare until the age of 65, unless you
have been eligible to receive Social
Security disability or disabled widow's
benefits for 24 months. Another exception to the normal rule is the
necessity for a kidney dialysis machine
(at any age as long as you or your
spouse is fully insured under Social r Dear Editor,
be, "one way," but not being a traffic
In regards to the recent talk and
Security).
expert, this idea may not be feasible.
council meetings, concerning the four
HEARTLINE: Sometime in the early
However, as stated before, something
laning of Main Street, I agree that
summer, I saw in the Heartline column
needs to be done, to ease the congested
something "needs to be done" to
an address where one could write to
areas of traffic in the downtown area,
"correct the traffic problems" on Main
have a birthday greeting sent from the
and on 12th and Main, and a few other
Street, yet this issue always seems to
President to persons 80 years and older.
streets around town, and if the council
"get lost" or avoided, when it is
Could you please reprint that address?
cannot settle this issue, then it should
discussed.
— A. H.
definitely be put to a vote by the taxI believe Councilman Balentine made
To have a birthday greeting sent
By S.C. Van Curon
payers of Murray, and "let all. the
"some very realistic suggestions" or
from the president to any person age 80
people decide what should be done to
alternatives, other than four laning,
or older (or anniversary greetings for
solve the problem." I believe that's the
that should be closely examined by the
couples celebrating 50 years or longer
council and the taxpayers, of Murray, right of the people of Murray, and nbt
of marriage), write to the Greetings
because I'm sure everyone agrees, just a select few to decide.
Office, The White House, Washington,
Sincerely
Main Street traffic, is a problem,
D.C. 20500. Your request must be
Danny M. Rogers
especially at noon and between 4 and 6
received at least one month before the
Route 8
of the afternoon.
greeting is to be sent.
Murray, Ky. 42071
I personally think Main Street should
HEARTLINE: This question may
have appeared in your column, but I
Whether Brown or Ftepublicap Louie didn't see it. Is Medicare available to
B. Nunn is elected, most jobs in the every citizen over the age of 65? I will
—196
executive department will be new
be 65 in a few months. I am, retired
appointments.
from the federal government after 30
A new governor always wants people years of service. I have never worked
loyal to him in the key positions.
under or paid into the Social Security
system. Am I eligible for Medicare? If
'Letters to the editors atiout Nunn's so, how do I go about registering for
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
nickel sales tax would be amusing if coverage? — J. H.
Copyriglit,
ignorance
of
total
the
reveal
they didn't
Yes, you are probably eligible for
•-•••+•-•-•-•-+++++4+444
the writers.
•4-44++
Medicare, but you will have to pay for
•
Nunn only added two cents to the not only Medicare Medical Insurance
funds to underwrite a
sufficient
appropriated
The fiscal court
three cent tax that was passed in 1960 (Part "B") as everyone must, but you
county in a six weeks
over
the
speak
specialists
to
committee of
by Gov. Bert T. Combs.
will also have to pay for Medicare
campaign.
automobile
antituberculosis
Nunn also upped the
Hospitalization Insurance (Part "A"
license tag price from $5.00 to $12.50. Medicare Hospitalization Insurance is
In Nunn's second legislative session expensive. You could possibly- find
NOW THE STORY CAN BE TOLD
the sales tax, all five cents of it, was private insurance(major medical) that
removed frorn prescription drugs. would cover you as well or better than
In the 1915 files of the Murray Ledger, the story of the Old
Inflation took care of this loss.
.Sycamore Tree cutting on court square has an ,unusal Civil War
Medicare and be less expensive.
Then, Wendell Ford repealed the Medicare Hospitalization Insurance is
----historical significance. The following story was submitted to the
sales tax on take-home groceries. But, free to those fully insured under
Social
Readers Digest for publication, however if the national magazine
he passed the severance tax on coal, Security.
ton,
should reject the material it will 15e printed in the hard-bound
four percent or 30 cents per
For those persons considering
whichever was greater. Ford also Medicare coverage or
volume in a more appropriate sequence of Civil War events. This
already on
added one cent to the gasoline tax, Medicare we have available our
is a true story, however written in a first person style. (The story
Guide
moving it from 8 cents to 9 cents per to Medicare, which covers the
entire
was rejected by Readers Digest.)
gallon. The severance tax balanced off Medicare program. To order,send
$1.75
The business section of Murray, Ky., embracing the custotnary
the sales tax loss on food for home to Heartline's Guide to Medicare,
114
consumption. •
little town square, was destroyed by gunfire on successive nights
_East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
Then, Julian Carroll comes along and 45381. Am
by a detachment"of Union soldiers in the early part of the Civil War.
intrease.s the severance tax on coal to
HEAMINE:- Will you pleaseex"s- The motive for the burning has remained a historical mystery until
4.5 percent or 50 cents per ton, plain the Medi-Cal portion of
SSI? I
this late 'date-119 years-later.
whichever is greater.
have a sister who receives SSI and we
While reading through the old papers of father's files for the
As 'natural growth in the economy have not heard anything
about Mediand inflation have increased state- in- Cal. until it was mentioned in
year 1915, I came eye to eye with one of those demanding occasions
your
come, the legislature, in its wisdom,
of a newspaperman's life which necessitates the protection of
has removed the sales tax in the most
sources of information. NOW that 65 years has elapsed and all of
Wirray Ledger & Times
regressive places. The special 1919
principals have departed, to reveal the incident at this late date
session removed the sales tax, all five
(USPS 305-700,1
cents of it, from home utilities, exPublisher
would not ge a transgression upon the journalistic profession. That
Walter L. Apperson
F.ditor
.
R. Gene McCutcheon
cepting telephone.
is, without, reasonable grounds for justification.
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
So, Kentucky's sales tax can't be
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, ChristThe burning was in violation of an order by President Abraham
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
called a true regressive tax, for the tax
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.
to protect all property, private or public, in the neutral
Lincoln
is removed from most necessities.
Murray,Ky 43071 Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray,
Ky.
47071
unless conditions of war demanded otherwise.
Kentucky
of
state
The Democrats have been in control
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas served by
carriers, $2.75 per month, payable in advance
of state government for eight ,years
An old sycamore tree shared the bprning secret with two young
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, liar
since Nunn upped the tax to a nickel.
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Pennington, Ky., and
boys. The huge tree on the north side of. the square was as much a
Virhy haven't the Democrats repealed
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., 222.00 per
part of the Jackson Purchase as were the Indians before Gen. Andrew
year. By mail to other destinations. $31.so per
all the tax?
year.
Jackson conned a treaty on Chief Chennuby of the Chickasaws. Great
Now, who are the taxers, Nunn,Ford
Member al Associated Press, Kentucky prem.
Association and Southern Newspaper Publlabee3
or Carroll?
events of public interest had been debated under its shade, thouAuociation.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
The present sales tax brings in about
sands of mule teams had been hitched to its trunk as farm families
republish local news origirpted by The Murray
$1500 million a year, or one third the
Ledger & Times as well as all other AP news.
on cornbread and molasses while Menfolks traded in country
sacked
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
total general fund. Try to operate state
Business
Off
ice
s
But Father Time had taken its tbll and the ..tzeri had to be
stores.
753-1216
government without it.
Ciasdfled AdverUsing
753-1916
down
before becoming a basket case.
learned
from
this
The lesson to be
Retail(Display) Advertising
cut
753-11112
Circulation
723-11110
column is that stupid people shouldn't
News and Sports Dept
753-111111
To Be Continued
write letters to the editors.
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More On Main Street

Hunt For Jobs
On In Frankfort
FRANKFORT — The quadrenniel
game of hunting a safe harbor is on
among non-classified state employes in
the executive branch of state government.
There are somewhere between one
and two thousand of these employes not
covered by the merit system. These
include the governor and lieutenant
governor's offices, cabinet secretaries
and their deputies, commissioners and
their deputies, their personal
secretaries, division directors with the
exception of about a dozen in Transportation and two in the Human Rights
Commission.
Resignations are being submitted
almost daily as some return -to their
former jobs in covered employment.
Between 96 and 97 percent of state
employes are covered under the merit
system, Dutch Hatterick, deputy
commissioner of Personnel, said.
However, many in the executive
branch have waited too late to gain
status under the merit system. A new
employe is under probation for the first
six months in his job before gains
security. He is subjectto dismissal until
the probation period is served.
Some who were familiar with
regulations made the move some
months ago so they could gain security
under the merit system.
The highway department used to be a
place where a new governor could place
a lot of patronage since labor aides,
light equipment operators and janitors
were not under the mer.14 system.
One of Gov. Wendell Ford's first
moves was to place them under the
systen2 by executiSe order, buthe found
this Auld not be legal. Then, he had a
trill passed by the 1974 legislature that
did the job. Engineers already were
covered.
So, if a director or non-covered
employe drops down to a lower paying
job under the merit system, he is just
-returning to his old status of safety
where he had served under the merit
system.
The situation of job movement is
more acute this time than usual since
the present administration's candidate
for the Democratic noinfriation for
governoc was defeated by John' Y.
-Brown Jr.

The Story Of

County
Calloway
1822-1976

• a/

1 he fall fire season starts today, Oct.
1, and runs through Dec. 15, 1969.
During this time it is unlawful to burn
except after 4:30 p.m. and, before
midnight, according to officials of the
Kentucky Division of Forestry.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Jessie
Walker, $4, and Mrs. Lona Parker, 76.
Bob SPann, Wanda McNabb, Linda
Showman, Ricky Jones, Alan
Weatherly, Wende Flood, Barbara
Howard, Paula Parker, Betty Jo Ward,
Jimmy Pasco, Dan Hensley, Chuck
Hussung, Don Lampkins, -Becky
Hogancamp, Jennifer Taylor, Jayne
Scott, Dee Pugh, and Rebecca Wagar
are Murray High School Speech
students who took part in the Tournament held at Tilghman High School,
Paducah, over the weekend. Ronald
Beshear is speech coach at Murray
High.
Births reported include a boy, Chad
Dallas, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Edwin
Stubblefield on Sept. 25, and a boy,
Mickey Allen, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Bogard on Sept. 25.
Joe Keeslar,,a teacher in industrial
arts department, Murray High School,
and a member of the Corps of Kentucky
Long Riflemen, presented a special
program for the seventh grade at the
Murray High School football field.

so

20 Years Ago
The Sixth Annual District Beef Show
for the 4-H Club and the Future Farmers of America will be held at the
Murray Livestock Yards on Oct. 5,
according to Harvey Ellis, show
chairman.
Marvin Hill was named as the contracting officer of the East Fork of
Clarks River Watershed Conservancy
District-at the meeting held Sept. 30.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Pierce, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Taylor, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs.. Dale Alexander.
New officers of the Murray High
School. Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America are Joyce
Hargis, Mary Lou Joiner, Linda Harris,
Freda Workman, Linda Paschall,
Nancy Ryan, Tina Sprunger, Pat
Outland, Nell Pugh, and Joyce Spann.
The.Ftev. Walter Mischke, Sr., spoke
on "A Look At the Family" at the
meeting of the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Orange juice. 46 oz. can, is listed as
selling for 43 cents in the ad for White
House Grocery, 1608 West Main Street

1

30 Years Ago
A religious film, "The Heart of
India," will be shown at the Kirksey
Methodist Church on Oct. 2. Directing
the program' will be the Rev. 0. A.
Marrs, conference director of the
Advance For Christ and His Church.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
'Accepted Masons will observe— Past
Masters Night on Oct. 3.
Roy Cogdill of Lufkin, Texas, is
speaker at the gospel meeting being
held at the Murray Church of Christ.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Williams on Sept. 25, and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Carter on
Sept 23.
"Mrs. George Linville, the Ledger &
Times correspondent on Murray Route
5, has her great grandfather's land
grant. It waagranted in Henry County,
Tenn., and is dated March 7, 1731. She
also his her grandfather's dated in
1846,"from the column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.

Today In History

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Oct. 1, the 274th
day of 1979. There are 91 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1949, the People's
Republic of China was proclaimed by
the Communist leader, Mao Tse-tung.
On this date:
In 1800, Spain ceded Louisiana to
France in a secret treaty.
In 1890, Congress transferred the
Weather Bureau from the Army to the
Department of Agriculture.
In 1908, Henry Ford introduced his
famous Model-T Ford.
- In 1928, the Soviet Union inaugurated
its first five-year plan to increase farm
and industrial production.
In 1936, General Francisco Franco
was proclaimed the head of an insurgent Spanish state.
In 1960, Nigeria was proclaimed an
independent nation within the British
Commonwealth. r
Ten years ago: Northern California
was shaken by the worst earthquake in
eight years,injuring several people and
causing heavy damage.
Five years ago: The Watergate
coverup trial began with the
questioning of prospective jurors in
U.S. District Judge John Sirica's court
In Washington,
One year ago: Trains began to run
again as a clerk's union agreed to halt
temporarily a four-day strike that had
crippled two-thirds of the nation's rail
system.
Today's birthdays: President Carter
Is 55 years old. Supreme Court Justice
William Rehnquist is 55. Pianist
Vladimir Horowitz is 75. Actress Jul141
Andrews is 44.
Thought for today: It's the trade 0(
lawyers to question everything, yield
nothing- and talk by the hour -President Thomas Jefferson, 1743-108:.
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Jones Watson Team, Help Racers Gain OVC Lead
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Tunes Sports Editor

Murray had dominated, but not put away its
game with Morehead by early in the fourth
quarter. So when Eagle quarterback Tommy
Fox backpedalled to pass from his own 29yard line, the Racers' 17-7 lead wasjtll far
from a safe margin.
Then Fox was hit — hard. "It was a throwback type of pass," he said. "I faked one way,
then rolled out to the other side." He never got
that tar. Murray's Glen Jones smashed into
him,inducing Fox to fumble,and tackle Mike
Watson recovered the ball.
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That was enough for the Racers to add their
third touchdown — a one-yard leap by Lindsey Hudspeth — and secure their 31-7 romp
Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium them left
them perched atop the Ohio Valley Conference standings.
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"I knew if I hit him hard enough, he would
fumble," said Jones, whose nine unassisted
tackles led Racer defenders.
Then it was Watson's turn. Kenny Woods
was.the first to reach the ball, and he saw a
wide-open field between him and a
touchdown. "I think he was thinking of the
touchdown before he really had it," said Watson, who fell on the ball after it had skittered
out of Woods'reach.
"I didn't:even think of running with it,"
Watson laughed. "That was my first fumble
recovery since junior college,so I was due."
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That play amply summed Murray's
domination of Morehead, whickbad entered
the game averaging 305 yargs a game
rushing. It left with just 142 against the
Racers — and only 53 in the first half.
Morehead netted exactly zero yards on its
first four running plays to open the game,and'
the Racers took the punt and marched 49
yards to the two, where Danny Lee Johnson
scored on a pitchout for a 7-0 lead.
"That was a big, big series of plays for us,"
said Murray coach Mike Gottfried. "I felt like
we needed to start out strong defensively and
score quickly. We did both."
Morehead coach Tom Lichenberg showed
no outward displeasure after the loss knocked
his team out of the OVC lead and dropped the
:Eagles to 2-1, but he had reasons. for the
—defeat.
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Murray State placeiticker Brian Crall wafched his field goal
attempt sail through the goal posts in the first half against
Morehead Saturday. It helped the Racers run to a 31-7 triumph.
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Yarn, who entered the game as the OVC's
leading rusher with a 117-yard average, was
limited to 62 on 17 carries. Johnson and Tony
Lester led a balanced Racer ground genie
with 83 yards each: Hudspeth had 35 on five
carries.
Murray raced to a 17-0 lead in the second
quarter when wide receiver Anthony Robbins
grappled with Morehead's Bill Vogt in the end
zone before hauling in the 34-yard pass from
Ricky Ray for a touchdown.
"I KNEW I was going to catch it," said Robbins. "My speed hasn't been too good lately,
so I really wanted to get it. He (Vogt) was
shorter than I was, and I just reached over
- him." Robbins 1s6-2; Vogt,5-9.
Yarn spoiled the RaCers'shutout bid late in
the second quarter on a four-yard run that
capped a Morehead drive from its 17, the
Eagles'only sustained series of the night.
"Man, one driVe, and it kills our game,"
said sophomore tackle Rick Lanpher, obviously in favor of a shutout. His six tackles
included two for losses.
"We played well, but we Also made plenty
of mistakes," said Gottfried. As good a performance as tht 24-3 victory over Tennessee
Tech a--week ago? "They're all good," Gottfried said.
With the triumph over Morehead, Gottfried
surpassed his 1978 OVC victory total and
avenged last year's 49-32 drubbing. "It just
happened to be Morehead out there tonight. I
didn't feel any differently about playing them
over anyone else," said Gottfried, who
quarterbacked the Eagles from 1962-65 and
later coached the defensive backfield there in
1971.
"We've still got a long way to go, but we're
definitely a contender now."
The Racers, now 3-1-1 overall and 2-0 ih
league play, travel to UT-Martin Saturday
before resuniing OVC action Oct. 13 at Middle
Tennessee.
Statistics in Glance, page 6

Photos by Tony Wilson

Murray State's Anthony Robbins fought Morehead's/i‘ill Vogt for a pass Saturday at Roy
Stewart Stadium. He caught it for a touchdown as therRacers romped.

Pittsburgh Wraps Up East Title As Expos Falter
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
Pittsburgh's veterans and
Philadelphia's cagiest pitcher
sent the Pirates to the
National
League
East
Division title and eliminated
the youthful Montreal Expos
after a marvelous chase on the
final day of the. regular
season.
The Pirates beat the
Chicago Cubs 5-3 on the
heroics of 38-year-old Willie
Stargell and 36-year-old Bill
Robinson Sunday; but needed
the three-hit magic of Steve
Cannon of the Phillies to
finally force Montreal to call it

a season.
"Hey, we voted Carlton a
full playoff share, didn't we?"
kidded Pirate catcher Steve
Nicosia after he learned that
Carlton and his Philadelphia
mates had blanked the Expos
2-0.
"This is a thing of beauty.
Tin so proud of these guys,"
said Stargell, who slammed
his .32nd homer of the season
and added a sacrifice fly one
day after making a costly
throwing error and striking
out three times in a tough loss
to the Cubs.
The Saturday loss put the
Pirates and Expos even in the

Western Romps
To Men's Title;
UK Women Win

his
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"The interceptions, the fumbles, few
tackles, those things all piled up to help beat
us," ,he said. "Murray is a team that just
keeps getting better, and I knew we would
have to have a VERY good effort to win. We
didn't get it.';
Morehead was without the services of back
Durron Hunter, who had rushed for 160 yards

in the Eag les' first two games,and two starting offensive guards. But neither Lichenberg
nor Fox felt theuetcome would have been any
different.
"We got some good performances oat of
their replacements," Linchenberg said. "The
mistakes we made, two or three players
wouldn't have made the difference."
"Durron is the, big-play type of runner,"
said Fox. "But so is Dwight Yarn, Bernard
McIntosh and several other guys." And what
of the pass protection?
had plenty of time
to throw. I just didn't hit with some of the
passes-like I should have."

Larry Cuzzort and Jim Groves finished one-two to pace
Western Kentucky's romp in the Kentucky Intercollegiate
Cross Country Championships Saturday at,the Murray Country Club.
Eastern Kentucky was far back of Western's 22 points with
56rIollowed by host Murray,62; and Morehead,93.
In the-men's college division competition, Northern Kentucky zoomed past Bellarmine, Cumberland College and
Berea.
Kentucky won the women's competition, notching 36 points
to easily outdistance Morehead (57), Eastern (63), Murray
(70), Louisville and Western.
Richard Charleston and Jerry Odlin were Murray's best
finishers, taking third and fourth place, respectively, in the
10,000 meter event. The Racers competed without sophomore
Barry Atwell, who was sidelined with an injury.
Eastern Kentucky's Sue Schaefer won the women;s event
by over 30 seconds ahead of her nearest competitorcompleting the 5,000 meter course in 17:34.
Wendy Slayton recorded a seventh-place finish for Murray
In 18:58. Diane Stewart and Diane Holmes were 14th and 15th,
respectively.

loss column. If the Expos 98th triumph of the season.
could have won Sunday, they
"We're good. Cincinnati is
would have then made up two good...If we get the pitchin;:.
games against Atlanta today. we'll win it," said Pittsburgh
Now the only one whose Manager Chuck Tanner.
seaon will continue is PittHe's certainty gotthe relief
sburgh, which begins its Nl. pitching in lanky Kent
championsfiiii series Tuesday Tekulve, who nailed down the
night against the Cincinnati victory for his 31st save, tyill•
Reds.
the team record he set a year
The last time the Pirates ago. It was also his 93rd apwon the NI. East, in 1975, they pearance, two more than the
succumbed to the Reds in -previous Pirate record he set
three straight games.
last season.
"I'm very happy. I thank
The Expos, the surprist.
the good Lord. But now our leaders in the division much i
work really starts," said the season, had never finished
Robinson, whose two-run better than fourth place. This
single cemented the Pirates' year, they fell two gaino

before the game, was looking • Padres 5, Giants 3 — Gene Francisco. The Padres have
following Tenaces 20th homer, a two- scheduled a news conference
eKen
better
Atlanta's., victory over the run shot in the 10th inning, for today to announce a new
Reds. Niekro, Who matched carried San Diego past San manager.
his brother, Phil, for most
victories in the NI„ ended the
year with a 21-20 record.
The Atlanta pitching ace
was backed by solo home runs
by Bob, Horber and Jerry
R(tyster. He lost his shutout in
the ninth when George Foster
cracked his 30th homer of the
p.m. match Saturday.
The Murray State women's
year and Rick Auerback hit tennis team dropped two of
Murray Vkterles
his first.
three matches over the
vs Eastern Ky. — Miry Rat (No. 1
-5-on
the
singles) d. Mary Hochwalt, 6-3, 6-2;
weekend to slump to 2
Astros 3, Dodgers 2 — Joe season. Friday, the Racers Yvonne Utley-Becky Jones (No. 3
doubles) d. Nancy EklerSheila Bolen 6.
Niekro, 21-11, kept pace with fell to Eastern Kentucky in 2,6.0.
Braves 7, Reds 2
Phil
Niekro, who was seeing 20-20 _his older brother when rookie Riclunend.7-2; Saturday, Murvs East Tennessee — Sherryl Rouse
Dan Heep's sacrifice fly in the ray defeated East Tennessee (No.2) d. Connie Keasling 6-1,6-0; Utley
(4)d. Dorms Arnold 6-2,6-0; Jones (5) d.
eighth scored Jeff Leonard 6-3; and Sunday,it lost to Ken- Lea Bailey 1-6, 6-3, 6-4; Ritt-Rouse (1
doubles) d. Brennan Crump-Carina
and broke a 2-2 tie. •
tucky in Lexington 7-2.
Pellerano 6-0, 6-0; Mary McNicholasHouston ended the season in
Leanne Laftman (2) d. Bailey-Carolyn
,s,econd place with- a 89-73
The Racers travel to Wivell 6-4, 7-6; Utley-Jones d. Arnoldrecord, best in the club's Evansville for a dual match Keesling
vs UK — Lena Liftman (No.6 singles
history.
Tuesday before returning to d. Susan Hickey 6-4, 6-1. Rouse-Ritt d.
Mets 4. Cards 2 The Mets; host Middle Tennessee to a 1 Lisa Scheper-Patsy Lukas 6-4,74.
winners of four straight over
St. Louis, .remained at 99
losses. Elliott Maddox singled
in a run with two,out in the
The Biggest Sale Ever
ninth and circled the bases on
Is Coming To
a three-base throwing error by
catcher Terry Kennedy.
Big K, October 1st

short of the top spot.
Greg . Gross cracked a
runscoring double and Bake
McBride hit a sacrifice fly for
the Phillies' runs.
Elsewhere in the NI„ the
San Diego Padres fired their
manager, Roger Craig, then
beat San Francisco 5-3 in 10
innings; the. New tprk Mets
downed St. I.ouis 47 to avoid
100 defeats; Houston. edged
Los Angeles 3-2 and Atlanta
topped Cincinnati 7-2, with Joe
and Phil Niekro, respectively,
each winning his 21st game.

Racer Women Lose
Twice, Fall To 2-5

THE BIG EVENT!

GARAGES CUSTOM BUILT
TWIN LAKES HOMES & GARAGES
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE — WE URGE YOU TO COMPARE
ANY KIND — ANYWHERE — ANYTIME

TWO CAR SPECIAL
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THE BIG EVENT!
The Biggest Sale Ever
Is Coming To
Big K, October 1st

Completely Erected &
Concrete Hoer
Phis freight & Tea

Beak Flamini'
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Fullback Tony Lester was caught on this run by a Morehead defender Saturday, but he
finished with 83 yards in Murray State's Ohio Valley Conference victory.
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Browns, Steelers, Dolphins Lose

Bucs Now NFL's Only Unbeaten
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
The game plan, Coach John._
McKay admits, wasn't exactly
to go out and win the first five
gaiiies of the season.
That, in fact, is as many
games as the Tampa Bay
:33uccaneers won All last year
:Vith basically the same teani.
7.. At this stage, however, the
:Buys look like the giant-killers
:Li the 'National Football
Lea
They are the only unbeaten
team. They beat the'Chicago
. Beam 17-13 Suuday„ while the
other previously. uubeatens the Cleveland Browns, Pitt-,
sburgh Steelers and Miami
Dolphins- weretoswg.
But McKay shouldn't forget
-*hat happened • to the
-Washington Redskins last
Sear, though, The Redskins.
tot off to a 64.- start. and
Cmuldn't hold on long enough to
iliac the playoffs.

and the Dolphins got wnipped
by the New York Jets 33-27.
In other NFL games, the
Young quarterback Doug Dallas Cowboys clobbered the
Bengals 38-13, the
Williams engineered Tampa Cincinnati
Oakland Raiders whipped the
Bay's latest victory, throwing
Denver Broncos 27-3, the Los
an eight-yard touchdown pass
Angelesjtanis blanked the St.
to Issac Begins with 5:06 left
Cardinals 21-0, the
Louis
13-10
in the game, erasing a
Kansas City Chiefs defeated
(eficit.
Seattle Seahawks 24-6, the
The Bears had gone ahead the
Diego Chargers routed the
San
when Vince Evans connected
31-9, the
with -.Walter Payton on a San Francisco 49ers
Atlanta
the
beat
Redskins
screen pass that covered .65
Falcons 16-7, the Minnesota
yards for a ouchdown.
Detroit
The vip4ory kept the Bucs Vikings edged the
Bills
-atop the National : Football 1,30MS 13-10, the Buffalo
Baltimore
the
romped
over
Central
Comference's
.
.. Colts 31-13 and the New
Division.
.
Orleans Saints downed the
Cleveland,
mean-while, New York Giants 24-14.
found itself in a three-way tie
-Tonight, New England plays
with the Steelers and the at Green Bay.
Houston Oilers for the AFC
Central lead after-1osing--3140
Oilers 31, Browns 10-Earl
to Houston. Pittsburgh lost its Can ipbell ran for 76 yards, but
first -game in five to the he made the most of that
Philadelphia Eagles, 17-14, yardage, scoring three touchNFL ROUNDUP

downs. Two of those scores,
both on two-yard runs, came
in Houston's 24-point first half.
The Oilers also scored late in
the half when J.C. Wilson
intercepted -a Brian Sipe pass
and returned it 34 yards for a
touchdown.

stallworth with just 1:12 left.

Jets 33, Dolphins 27 Richard Todd threw a 71-yard
scoring bomb to Wesley
Walker with 2:21 left to play
that gave the Jets the-cushion
they needed tp beat previously
unbeaten Mianii. Walker's
Eagles 17, Steelers 14 - only reception of the day gave
Philadelphia moved to a 17-7 New York a 33-20 lead, and
lead on 1-yard It runs by Miami cot the final-margin to
Leroy ,..liarris and Wilbert six poinU when Bob Griese
Mongtoniery and a 48-yard found Nat Moore in the end
field goal by barefoot kicker zone from 6 -yards out on the
Tony Franklin, then held on to final play of the game.
hand Pittsburgh its first loss,
Cowboys 38, Bengals 13 , The Steelers had gone ahead
in the first quarter on a 7-yard Scott Laidlaw scored on a pair
Scoring run by Sidney Thor- hf short runs and Roger
nton, but taro Terry Bradshaw Staubach threw two scoring
interceptions and a pair of lost passes as the CoWboys stayed
fumbles helped keep Pitt- in a three-way tie with
sburgh off the scoreboard Washington and Philadelphia
for the lead in the NFC East.
again until late in the game.
Safety Randy Hughes set up
Bradshaw capped an 80yard, six-play drive with a 37- Laidlaw's first TD with a 68yard scoring toss to John yard interception return, and
cornerback Aaron • Mitchell
returned an interception 36
yards to set up Staubach's
first TD pass. _
Tony Dorsett picked up 119
yards on 20 carries for Dallas.

\q10
.MemealM1111K

Raiders 27, Broncos 3 Oakland ended a three-game
losing streak by holding
Denver to one field goal, a 1$-yarder by Jim Turner in the
second quarter.
Raiders tight end Dave
Casper, returning to the
starting lineup after missing
part of preseason • over a
contract dispute, made a
couple of key receptions. He
caught one TD pass from
Stabler, a 28-yarder, and
helped set up on of Jim
Breech's twafield goals with a-42-yard reception in the fourth
period. ---,

Murray State tackle Mike Watson met the Ohio Valley Conference's leading rusher,
Morehead's Dwight Yarn, head on in Saturday's game at Roy Stewart Stadium. Yarn was
held to 62 yards as Murray won 31-7.
Photos by Tony Wilson

Koosman Celebrates, Grabs
20th Victory On Final Day

By the Associated Press
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. When the Minnesota Twins
traded -for veter:ati-left+ander Jerry Koosman last winter,
Manager Gene Mauch refused
to predict how many games he
Rams 21, Cards 0 - Cullen - alight win.
Bryant and Wendell Tyler
"All I said was that he'd win
each scored on 17yard runs to. in this league and probably
give the Rams a 14-0 halftime
win . big," • Mauch said. lead, and the Los Angeles "Eighteen is big, 19 is big,20 is
cleifense held-St. Louis to 82 even bigger."
Danny Lee Johnson broke a tackle to score a touchdown Saturday against Morehead. Murray State won to hand the Eagles
yards rushing for its first
their first loss.
Well, Koosman took the high
shutout of the season.
road Sunday, winning his 20th
Vince Ferragamo, sub- game on the final day of the
stituting'late in the game for season by shutting out
Rants starter Pat Haden, Milwaukee on nine hits for a5threw a 27-yard touchdown 0 Twins victory.
pass to Billy Waddy. haden „ In _other American.-League
for nie than anything I've favorite and -second-round herself only one more chance had injured a finger in, the
By the Associated Press
games on the last day of the
fourth quarter.
AKRON, Ohio - Last year done. It's the most important leader, tied for fifth with Hale to do it.
regular season. Oakland
After winning the $150.000
Lon Hinkle made his first thing I could clo at this stage of Irwin at 274. Watson shot 72appearance in the World my career.
69, Irwin 70-65. Each collected Dallas Open with a 274, the 22$15,000, which left Watson well year-old pro queen said she
Series of Golf and shot 292.
Hinkle finished with rounds short of becoming the first would play only one more
"I thought 'about it a lot
afterwards," he said, "and I of 71-67 and collected the player in history to- win Ladies Professional Golf
really couldn't see a lot of biggest prize in golf, $100,000, 8500,000 in a single season. He Association etttnt out of four
ways I could have improved from the total _purse of has 8462,636 and has said he remaining tournaments this
probably _ will not play in this year.
$400,000.
on that score."
TieTh had-ffising founds country again this season-. But Hinkle - oili6p1Oliesd;
"I won't say which, but 1 •
played and successfully of 72-66 on the 7,180-yard, par
definitely will not play at
executed one shot of the 70 Firestone Country Club
Wheeling, W.Va., this coming
Lopez Wins
surface of a pond,skipping the course, and tied- at 273, one
week. After that there is the
DALLAS - Nancy Lopez Portsmouth, Va. the Manilla
ball off the water to the green shot back, with Nelson and
:-- cut that score by 20 strokes Bill Rogers. Nelson shot 68, Melton says she wants to boost and the Far East in Japan.
her year's earnings to I've not determined which two
ibr a 1-stroke victory Sunday 70; Rogers 68,69.
Watson, the pretournament $200,000, but she is giving I will miss."
ittiat Hinkle said will "do more
_ .

nipped Kansas City 6-5,
Chicago stopped Seattle 64,
Detroit topped Boston 5-1,
New York bombed Toronto 97
2, California defeated Texa5
11-5 and Cleveland edged
Baltimore 6-5 in 11 innings.
The best-of-5 American
_League championship series
opens in- Baltimore on Wednesday night when the Orioles
host the California Angels.
Koosman, who became the
Tirst pitcher to hurl a shutout

Hinkle, Lopez Take Triumphs

against the Brewers this
season. won 21 games in 1976
while with the New York Mets
and was asked to compare the
two years.
"It's like your first baby,
your first marriage. Your 'hist
20. But that doesn't make the
second time anything less. It's
not something you do
everyday. It was my last shot
of the year and I gave it lily
best."

THE BIG EVENT!
The Biggest Sale Ever
Is Coming To
Big K, October 1st

Announcing the

Sports At A Glance
Major League Standings
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
L
Pet. GB
16 64
iiVittabirgh
105 .--03 45
MIntreal
IN
2
IS 76
21t, Louis
431 12
519 14
"
a) C
414 11
CiVelig0
63 91
.361 35
Saw York
WEST
419 90 71
itbricirmati
549
1%
89 73
V421300
AM 11%
79
13
Angeles
Lan
436 19%
71 91
SIM Francisco
se n
422 is
Sen Diego
66 lat
4L3 U%
Vents
4-clinched division title
Saturilay's Games
Alonireal 3, Philadelphia 2
.7i2dcago 7, Pittsburgh 6, 13 innings
elm York 11, StIouis 7
•'7115enta 2, Cincinnati 0
aougion 3, Lou Angeles 0
Ilan Francisco 6,San Diego 5
Imaday's Games
'Pittsburgh 5, Chicago 3
Ptdladelphia 2, Montreal 0
New York 4, St Louis 2
Atlanta 7. Cincinnati 2
Alouston 3, Los Angeles 2
Ilan Diego S. San Francisco 3. 10 MEND REGULAR SEASON

Baseball Playoffs

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
• L
Pet GB
1-Baltimore 102 57
- 642
95 66
Milwaukee
590
91 69
Boston
.50/ 11%
89 71
New Vol*
.556 13%
20 78
Detroit
.521 18
81 In
Cleveland
.503 23
43 100
Toronto
327 50%
WEST
M 74
x-California
543
SS 77
Kansas City
.525
3
83 79
Texas
412
026$
Minnesota
6
.306
Chicago
73 IV
.466 14
676$
Seattle
414 21
Oakland
54 108
333 34
z-clinehed division tide
Setardey's Games
Milwaukee 11, Minassote I
New York 9, Toronto 4
Cleveland 4, Baltimore 1
BohmI.Detroit 5
Seattle,. Chicago 2
Kansas City 6, Oakland 2
Texas S. California 3
Simaley's Games
Detroit 5, Boston 1
New York 9, Toronto 2
Cleveland 6, Baltimore 5. 11 inMngs
Chicago I. Seattle 1
Minnesota I. Milwaukee 0
Oakland S. Kamm City 5
'California 11, Team 5
END REGULAR SEASON

Golf

test-14-Five Series
Tuesday, Oct 2
.Pittsburgh at Clincinriati. r n )
Wednesday, Oct 3
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati
California at Baltimore, n
linerwley. Oct. 4
California at Baltimore
Friday, Oct. $
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh
Baltimore at California,(fl)
Satardey, Oct I
Baltimore at Californiatif ramemort
'Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, (n), if neon.
eery

AKRON, Ohio (API - Final scores and
money-winnings Sunday in the 1400,000
World Series of Golf on the 7180-yard,
per 70 Firestone Country Club course adenotes amateur) Lon Hinkle, 5100,000
6747-7147-272
loe Trevino, $37,396
6748-7246-273
Larry Nelson, $37,266
66474170-273
Bill Rogers, 127,31111
1104746411-173
Torn Watson, $15000
8645-7249-274
/isle Irwin, 110,000
70-69-7046-274
Torn Kite, 112,800
674870-70-275
Howard Twitty, 111,600 6947-71417-276
Bob Gilder, 110,400
744747-70-778
Bruce Lietske, $9,400
71-66-7149-279

THE BIG EVENT!
The Biggest Sale Ever
Is Coming To
Big K, October 1st

Cross Country
Team Staadisgs
University divislos- Western Ky,,22; Eastern Ky.,56; Murray.62 Morehead
93.
Top Individuals IMAM meters)
Larry Cumort, vncu, 30:58.2; Jim Groves, WKU,30:51.2; Richard Charleston.
Mu,31:07; Jerry Odlin, Mu,31:11; Dave Murphy, WKU,31:V; Jun Brooks. WKU,
.31:51; Stave Gamey, Mo, 31:511; Bari Becht, WKU, 32:14; Bill Morgan, EKU,
32:24; Andy Craerley, EMU,30:37
Other Murray runners: Gary Ribbons, 13th, 32:43; David Rafferty, 20th, 33 42,:Marshall Crawley,27th,36:57; Danny McCaslin,36th, 31:56.

KNAPHEIDE
Big Harvest Roundup.

College Divides - Northern Ky., 23; Bellarmine, 46; Cumberland College, 43,
Berea, 114.
Top Individuals
John Lott, NK,32:26; Larry Anderson, CC,33:23- Chris Wolfer. NK,33:35; Rich
Reynolds,Bell,3349; David Lunn, NE,33:50.
The Waimea
Kentucky, 36; Morehead, 57; Eastern Ky., 63; Murray, 70; Louisville, 134,
Western Ky., 157,
Tap Individuals(MN meter
,
I
Sue Schaefer, EKU, 17:34; Mary Witt, UK, 16:06; Paula Gaston, EKU, 18:46;
Karen Porter, Mo, 18:55; Jennifer Briscoe, UK, 16:56; Hopey Caudill, Mo, 11:57;
Wendy Slayton, Mu, 18411; Tracey Thaden, UK, 19:05; Diane Long, Mo, 10:10;
Holly Straight, UK,19:11.
Other Murray miner - Diane Stewart, 13th, 19 40; Diane Holmes, 14th, 19:41;
Sandy Minor, 17th, 20:06; Sharon Macy, 19th. 20:21, Joan Migatz. 23rd, 20:52;
Can O'Brien, 25th, 21:00.

Murray State Football Statistics
Murray 31, Morehead 7
How They Scored
MURRAY - Danny Johnson,Ira rTiackilEdT.S:
MURRAY - Crall,33 FG; 11:34, 2nd
MURRAY - Anthony Robbins,34 pass from Ricky Ray (Tuck,Má);7:4
5.10d.
MOREHEAD- Yarn,4 run (Henderson, kick); 4:13, Md.
MURRAY - Lindsey Hudspeth, 1 run (Tuck, kick); 10:34, 4th.
MURRAY - Keith Dudley 2 peasfrom Winston Ford (Tuck,kick); 3:14,4tli.
MURRAY
17
01-421
114
144.1
34$
441.4
2-1
1142

First Downs
Rusbes-yards
Yards Passing
Passes
Total Offense
Punts-Avg.
Fumbles-Lest
-Peualties-yards

MOREHEAD
14
41442
MI6
-11414
247
141.1
14
741

leallvideal Leaden
Rushing
Johnson (M:20-83; LesterFM) 19.43, Yarn Mo 1742; McIntosh (Mo) 10-50,
Hudspeth r MI 4-35, Nance M 3,29
Passing
Fox (Mo)8-14-263 yards; Ray MI 6-10-1 79, Ford M (1.3-02. Hopkins I Mo I.
10.023
ReeMviag
Devine(Mo)6-60, A Robbins ( M 3-51; K Robbins M r 2-25, Hopkins (M(1,33
Postbag
Christopher(Mo)5-19549 0; Tuck ( M)5-157-31.4.

Your truck dealer has grain trucks
ready to roil to market.

nt.

A bumper crop Is in the field wailing for you

oorimoiliiii 'immoral
Tr
-

capacity to gelyour harvest into storage and
off.to market

1 1..

New!Knaptight
grain doors
•Plymetal construction
for-strength with low
weight
•Unique two-way seal
and anti rack hardware stops grain
leaks, keeps weather
out
•Good looking prefin'shed white enamel
door panelsdistinctive Knaptight
emblem
•Double and tripl
door models

HAllENBERGER
INC.

New generation
Knaphoist.
This hoist looks
different because it
is different
•Unique high
strength wide profile design gives stability under load
.•
.•Low
mount without
sacrificing strength ot
body- no notching of
cross sills required
•POWer up and
powerdown feature
provides piositive con
trot dunnglull dtimp
cycle

That's why Halienberger Inc and Knapheide
- have ananged with your local truck dealer to
have grain bodies mounted on new•truck
chassis Theyre4n stock and ready to roll
These truck chaSgtsand bodies are equipped
the way-you want them-Metnyhave-.the-neur
Knaptight cargo style doors and Knaphoist.
hydraulic hoists
So cattHatlenberger Inc.toll-tree today tor a

- list ot nearby truck dealers participating in the
Knapheide Bici.Hai'vest Roundup They ve got
the trucks for you ready to roll to market

Hue
The Knapheide Mfg Co
Quincy, Illinois 62301

• Hallenherger InC
_.
_ ticit lenb.enter
5716 BOonvilWiriciTiiwiiii
1517 East Ninth Street •
Evansville. Indiana 47715
Hopkinsville. Kentucky 42240
Call toll-free.
•
Phone 502/885-4141
From Indiana-1-800/852-3438
From Kentucky or Illinois-1-800/457-3054
'•

J00(M)I'4; Evans IM)1- -1; Carmichael(Mo)1-7
IT

..

a
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The Big Event
Is Helve
KING OF VALUES
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

hA
•

Big K will be closed until 5:00 p.m. Oct. 1st, but there are
specials on the Sidewalk beginning at 4:00 p.m.
Use Our Lay-A-Way

Unadvertised Specials Throughout The Night!

During our live remote broadcasting with WNBS
you could win the album of your choice.(Total of 6
will be given away).

Beginning at 4:00 p.m. (on the sidewalk) 1 hour
before the store opens we will give away a ten
dollar bill every 10 minutes. Register with the WNBS DJ to be eligible to win.

her,
was

L.P. Price Up To $7.98

100 Gallons Of Gas

On The Sidewalk starting at 4 o'clock Big K will be
selling Hot Dogs & Cokes for 25`. Not 1 Coke or 1
Hot Dog but both the Hot Dog & Coke for only

Will Be Given Away!
5 people will win 20 gallons of regular gas from
Derby. Drawings will be at 5:30, 6:30, 7:30, 8:30 &
9:30.

s this
in 1976
rk Mets
are the

5 p.m. to 6 p.m. Only

25c

6 p.m. to 7 p.m. Only

Hi On & Delta
12" Diagonal Black & White

Paper Towels

t baby,
ior finst
ake the
ess. It's
iu do
ist shot
e it my
_

Limit 3

3/900

T.V.
440i
_

Yarn

.1r- it

4 oz. Skein
Reg. 77'

Sale

3 Styles To Choose From
Midland, Zenith, RCA
24 To Sell

$5997

2

a

2/88c

Trash Bags
Sale

2/$300

--

Reg $2.91

7 p.m. to 8 p.m. Only
**

Panty Hose

6

Men's
_

4

V

9°Iing
We're
K
13ig
tO
Event

Ladies

Pair
Pack

çses
bi it
Oettd

40 Count Besser

0

$100

ex-if-2=

•rile Big
FinalIV
Is 1-lere•

Wrangler

Jeans
$777
Reg $13.66

Sale

19
,

.8 r •

44t.1 2.4.,
._
8 p.m. to 9 p.m. Only
Quaker State Super Blend
Or Straight Weight

Motor Oil
2/$10i)

9 p.m. til Closing Only

4 Pack
Soft Pretty
Charmin or
White Cloud

Bathroom
Tissue , 9

2/$100

It's The
Greatest
Inflation
Fighting
Sale Ever
Don't Miss
It!

lorlt 6

'Po

\

Prestone

Anti-Freeze

%?
lst

1 Gal.

2P500
Cheer

1
•
1
:
‘•"1"15:
$

.

•ar'‘,

10 Lb. 11 Oz. Size
Limit 1

Af*

10
ad" ,

rlaster charge
a

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

$457

Tonight Only, Mon., Oct. 1st, 5-10 p.m

Bei-Air Shopping Center
Equal

Aires of Free Parking

Limit Rights Reserved

Phone 753-8777
Kmplyoy.er
Opportunity Employer

VISA'

4roi

•
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RECAST

Aar-

Corn Growing Never-Ending Process
A never-ending process.
Most people don't realize
that's, what it is like to grow
corn.
At cording to Dana Stewart,
Princeville, Ill., founder of
Stewart Stiffstalk Corn, corn
growers can -never really be
satisified with the final
--product,
This doesn't mean good corn
isn't produced. It means
ersiwers continually crossbreed varieties in order to find
superior hybrids of corn..
And for Stewart, it has been
a -process that has gone on
since 1936.
On Aug.• 25, Stewart and
sacral farmers -from -the Kentucky-Illinois-Indiana
area met at Sunnydale Farm
in Todd County. Owner Earl
Welborn has the largest testplot of Stewart corn in Kentucky with '2110 rows .of .corn
and 260 various hybrids.
The farniers examined and
took notes' of the characteristics of the different
breeds of corn, possible yield
potentials, weather and soil
conditions and kicked around
various farming ideas and
techinques during a barbecue
lunch.
Stewart has his own
research plots in Princeville.
During winter months, he
continues research work in
Florida.
_
Be added that he asks for no
test-plot volunteers, only help
with-.existing plots. 'Stewart,
said most of The his test plots
are with Stewart dealers and
friends.
- Cross-breeding hybrids
takes much time and manpower. The corn has to be
planted by hand, When thetear
shoot - emerges, it must- be
covered with a paper bag
before the silks emerge. When
the silks.- have emerged, the
bag is removed and the shoot
immediately'. is encased in
another bag holding the tassel
loaded with pollen from the
corn with which it is . being
crossed. The entire shoot is-shaken vigorously to get the
silks covered with the pollen.
The second bag then is
removed and replaced by the
first bag. The first bag
remains until harvest so no
stray pollen will foul up the
intended hybrid-crossing. No
ears are used unless the bag
remains until harvest.
Each row of, hybrids, individually tagged with its
crossings., has to be obsened
since each is different.
Stewart said no official
records are kept on the
Various hybrids: He stated

WASHINGTONIAN GAVE CURL was one of17 Tobacco Institute executives to spend
a day in North Carolina tobacco fields recently, learning how difficult it is to bring in
the crop they defend year-round in Washington, D.C. The Young tobacco expert in
back of Curl has helped in the fields since age 5.

Sandwiches are different. . .

there's
er
difference
in feeds,too!
• Systems III: An individualized dairy program based upon-the amount and types of
your. roughages, the size of your cows, and
your goals..
The difference thai sets Supersweet apart is
careful attention to the differences that set your • MatchMaker: A beef program planned to
match the size and needs of your cattle, make
operation apart. Check out these programs:
the most of your own available feedstuffs,
and let you feed your own way.
• Pork Cycle: Precise enough to meet exact
needs during breeding,gestation, farrowing, Beef, pork or milk...the Supersweet differstarting; growing and finishing. Itt flexible ence wjlt make a great difference in your
enough to do it your way,
retu
For better returns, the super
difference is called Supersweet.

'74:L7...Rhodes Mill & Supply

Sallorsimit Food
(9112)4119-2493

°mai-JR:Km%

Cuba, Ky.

Grow it your way

practice is almost nonexistent in his area due to poor
soil structure.
With the energy situation,
Stewart said it also can be a
way to cut down on expenses.

Stewart added Welborn,
who has been using no-till
fanning since 196, may be
looked to for advice since he
ha used this type of farming
for :lathy years.

THE BIG EVENT:
The Biggest Sale Ever
is Commg To
Big K, October 1st

BUYERS OF
YELLOW CORN
AND
SOYBEANS
For Price Quotations:
Local Call - 474-2295
Ky Farmers Call - 1-800-592-

•••with our crop money.
crops is your OUSineSS
Ours is financing agncuiture
We re the farm credit people
That s our sPooatTY
So when you vs got a
cropping plan Mat calls tor
cash count on PCA
leaders in crop financing
We understand your needs large
and smart And we re committed to
Growing

helping you achieve your goals
You It fi nd that PCA has the flexibility
to tailor loan terms and repayment to fit your particular plan We hear you talking We understand And
with your sound plan and
our imoney you can grow
crops your way

Receiving Hours;
Mon-Sat. - 7 A.M. to 7 P.M.
Sunday - Call for Receiving Hours

HUTSON
GRAIN TERMINAL

Jackson Purchase PCA
306 N.4th St.
Murray,Ky.753-6002
a

LET'S TALK. 0

PCA

Port Of Murray - Calloway County

Announcing
The Pillsbury Company is now
Operating the grain elevator at the Port of
Murray and looking forward to doing
business in this area.

A Consumer Tezr
begrime, Speerilists at
UK College of Agr.eultuie

Irows

Gomm Salesian
(112)111-4151

Gene Rhodes, Owner S
FEEDS

the

Substitute other resouLes
for money. Learn to barter ,r
trade, suggest home management specialists with t!,e
Cooprrative Extens.
Service of UK's College •
Agriculture.

Big or small. If it's a diesel,it deserves
Amoco Premier Diesel Fuel.
4

It's specially-formulated to treat your
diesel equipment just right. It's high in
. cetane for fast starts,and low in sulfur

that ho.feels it takes several factors call. be enriched by
years to learn the techniques several in-breedings. From
of growing corn; to ex- the opposite standpoint, he
periment and learn from iSast added, any undesirable
characteristics
can
be
experiences.
- can deleted.
Cross-breeding
In setting his sights on the'
aspects in
bring negative'
agriculture. One is new forms future, Stewart said, one
of disease that can occur in problem farmers around the
new nybrid&,...Angther_is4ww___ _Princeville and oqier -areas
-wilt have to etmtettd-ivith in
breeds of inseets.
about 10 years will be conin-breeding also is-used
verting their operations to noexHe
said.
corn, Stewart
plained that various destriiiittfLtill fa,qsilng. Sttewart said the

•-

for reduced deposits. And it s blended

for-the-kind of flow-and-burningpropett*s
that give smoothpoyyer and less smoke:
It-also corif,ains D-Gtiard, an exclusive
additive combination to help protect.i.uel
injectors against rust, corrosion., gum mid- varnish. lieven looks different— it's red,
t
so you'll always knOw.when voy i e filling Amoc`o Premier Diesel Pile,.
up with
_

We would like to invite everyone to
come by and get acquainted with our
manager Steve Smee.
5.

We also extend a special invitation for
all grain producers to come by and visit,
or call:

474-2295

or. 800-592-5409

For prompt, dependable delivery of all
your fuel and lubricant needs,just give
us a call.

Belcher Oil Co.
South Second St,
Murray, Ky.
1531212
iutiroce,
Products Jobber
4.

We Need And Appreciate You Business

1

•

••

-
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Shortage Of Nutrients
THE ACES' •
May Result In Low Yields

IRA G CORN. JR

SORGHUM MOLASSES — (Above)In making solghum molasses, Lisa Bucy and Greg
Schroader put the cane into the grinder while Odeal Colson packs the cane to them.
(Below) Tom Wilson is shown building up the fire that keeps the vat hot to cook the
molasses. Mrs. Tom Wilson and Luther Henden continually stir the hot liquid. The
Wilsons have been making sorghum for the last 60 years.
Photos Ity Karen Birdsong

Shortages of plant nutrients
to the growing crop result to
low yields, poor quality and
low profits. Liining and fertilizing according to soil test
recommendations normally
will supply the needed
nutrients. However, too often
the growing plant shows the
affects of poor nutrition — the
lack of some nutrient. .
Some of the deficiency
symptoms in corn are
dramatic and easy to read. A
lack of nitrogen causes firing,
or yellowing, of the leaves
starting at the leaf tips and
proceeding along the midribs
in an inverted "V" fashion.
Ear development is small and
sharply pinched on the tip.
Pollinated kernels•fail to fill.
Phosphorus deficiencies
first show as purplish-tinted
leaves. Small, weak, spindly
stalks develop, producing
small, twisted ears with part
of entire rows of kernels
missing.
6,
Potassium starvation shows
its first effect along the outer
margins of corn leaves. The
edges "fire" and turn brown,
but the center area along the
midrib is green. Eventually,
the entire leaf turns brown
and dies. This begins with the
bottom leaf of the corn plant.
Plants develop chaffy-like
nubbins with dull-colored
kernels. The kernels are loose
on the cob, and the ears don't
fill to the tip.
•
Deficiencies of other
elements also give' visual
signs. A lack of magensium

Second Part Of School Set
The second. of three Ewe- also will discuss creep feeding
Profit schools for Kentucky's of lambs and the development
new and developing sheep of a lamb management plan.
Every topic will involve
producers is scheduled for
and student
demonstration
of
University
the
24
at
Oct.
to
according
participation,
Kentucky's Coldstream Farm
Monty Chappell, Extension
sheep unit.
Ewe-Profit II will cover sheep production specialist in
such topics as pregnancy the UK College of Agriculture.
The day-long school will
diagnosis, preparation of the
ewe for lambing and lactation, begin at 9 a.m. with coffee and
equipment, doughnuts at the Coldstream
lambing
managing the newborn lamb, Farm, located on Newtown
docking, castration, vac- Pike north of 1-75. Adjournment will be at 3:15 p.m.
cination and implanting.
Chappell said the purpose of
Sheep experts at the school

You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars & trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars &
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.

Open Nites For Your
Shopping Convenience

the Ewe-Profit schools is to
provide hands-on experience
and up-to-date technology
which each sheep producer
can combine with his or her
unique resources to produce
high quality lambs and wool
efficiently.
To enroll in the Ewe-Profit
schools — the third and final
one is set for next April —
write: Ewe-Profit Schools,
Room 903, Ag Science South,
University of Kentucky,
Lexington,Ky.40546.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture

If a home freezer is kept as
cold as possible, it, will
prevent the food* from deteriorating and from becoming
rancid, says the Extension
energy conservation specialist
with UK's College of Agriculture. Also, a low temperature
will cause food to freeze
faster and form smaller ice
crystals, which gives a better
quality food product.

shows a white stripping effect
first on the lower leaves. Leaf
vents are green, but the
remainder of the leaf is
yellow. Plants deficient of
sulfur are a pale green color
starting with the younger, top
leaves.
Very often, a plant will take
on the appearance of all of
these deficiencies. In addition,
the stunted plants have poorly
developed, short and blunted
root systems. The cause is soil
acidity. An acid soil affects

Stubblefield Jerseys of
Murray will be an exhibitor at
the 1979 North American
International Livestock
Exposition, according to
Harold Workman, Manager of
the Expo. Workman said that
Stubblefield Jerseys has
entered 9 head of Jerseys
(dairy) for competition at the
North American International, an event which will
take place during November
3-17 in Louisville, Kentucky.
The NAILE will again be held
at the Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center.
The
North
American
International Livestock
Exposition is entering its sixth
consecutive year this season,
and those who compete will
vie for more than ;225,000 in
total premiums and awards.
Beef cattle, dairy cattle,
swine, Quarter Horses and
sheep will be shown during the
two-week Exposition, and
Manager Workman said
entries this year promise to
break the show record at
12,000 or more.
Livestock activities this
year will include: 4 major
Dairy shon 3 National Beef
shows and open shows for 9
other Beef breeds; 6 National
Sheep shows and -open shows
for 5 other Sheep breeds;
AQHA, NCHA and NRHA
approved Quarter Horse
events and Open Quarter
Horse Show; 2 Purebred
Swine shows and Market Hog
show; Junior Steer show;
Feeder Calf Show and Sale;
Junior Market Lamb show;
and 25 major sales for all
species.
In addition to the extensive
number of livestock which will
be at the NAILE, Manager
Workman has confirmed that
school tours, a horseshoe
pitching
tournament,
children's barnyard and an
extensive variety of other
events will be featured. The

The Biggest Sale Ever
Is Coming To
Big K, October 1st

MURRAY. KY.

Declarer could count at
least nine tricks to make
his sticky no trump game.
Trouble was he had to be
If any of these symptoms careful about how he
appear in your fields, it is too cashed his tricks and he
late for this year; yields have couldn't bear the pain of a
been reduced. But, plan ahead new idea.
East won the heart ace
for next year. Diagnose the
problem by having the soil and and, led the six back to
plant tissue analyzed. Apply declarer's king. Declarer
limestone and fertilizer ac- saw few problems since
the hearts were obviously
cording to recommendations.
4-3 and since he could reasonably expect to take nine
•
tricks — 10 if the queen of
clubs were to drop doubleton.
Without further ado, declarer started his long suit
and played the ace, king
and another club. After all,
he couldn't catch a doubleton queen without playing
large agri-products exhibit his two top clubs!
section will include western
East won the club queen,
wear, jewelry, livestock led a heart to West and.
'grooming supplies and much after cashing two hearts
for defensive book, West
more
led a spade to stuff the lead
For futher information in dummy. Declarer could
contact: Harold Workman, now cash his clubs and two
Manager, North American high diamonds, but he
International Livestock could not get off the
Exposition, 325 Capitol Plaza dummy to score his king of
Tower, Frankfort, Kentucky spades. West took the setting trick with his diamond
40601,502-564-7730.
queen and another laydown game,lay in the dust.
To make his game, dePork Chops Circle
clarer should give up on
Apple Dressing
dropping a doubleton
For Savory Dinner queen of clubs. After winning the heart king, declarer should play a low
This spring, while cleaning
club. East wins the queen
drawers,- closets and cupand leads a heart as
boards, take a little time out
before, but now declarer
to sort through the recipe file.
has the entries to cash his
section
needs
exIf the pork
tricks.
pansion, add this delicious
A spade lead goes to
and nutritious pork chop redummy's singleton ace
cipe from the National Live
and declarer gets to his
Stock and Meat Board.
hand with a top club. AnIn this attractive and easyother high club clears the
to-make casserole, the chops
suit and the spade king
are teamed up with a favortakes care of dummy's lospartner—apples—inite pork
cluded in a savory dressing.

Stubblefield Jerseys An
Exhibitor In International
Livestock Exposition

THE BIG EVENT!

PARKER FORD INC,

the uptake of all nutrients. In
addition, toxic amounts of
manganese and iron can
restrict the development of
the root system.

Build your future
with Panel Structures

Pork Chop Go 'Round
6 pork' chops, cut 3/4 to
1 inch thick
2 tablespoons lard or
drippings
/
1
2 cup thinly sliced celery
1 envelope onion soup
mix
8 cups semi-soft bread
cubes
2 medium-size tart apples,
cored and chopped
Lightly brown pork chops
in large frying-pan and remove
to absorbent paper. Add celery
to drippings in frying-pan and
cook until tender, stirring occasionally. Add bread cubes
and apples to celery in pan.
Reserve 1 tablespoon seasoning from onion soup mix;
sprinkle remaining mix over
dressing mixture and mix
thoroughly. Place dressing in
mound in the centet of a round
10-inch casserole and press
into a,' cone shape. Season
chops with reserved onion
soup mix and place in a circle
around (and resting on) dressing, overlapping if nerfssary.
Cover tightly and bake in a
slow oven (325°F.) 50 minutes. Uncover and bake 10
minutes or until chops are
done. 6 servings.

standing, maintenance free, panel structure
building system features unskilled do-ityourself construction. Strong enough to
withstand winds up to 257 m.p.h. and roof
mum loads up to 117 pounds per square
foot- a thousand square foot building can
be transported in a pick up truck and can
be used for

REGIONAL DISTRIBUTORS

LOCAL AREA DEALERSHIPS

Qualified individuals must purchese 11135,000 worth of
panel structure product 114 average size butkhngsl.

Available to energetic individuals Product inventory of
four to six thousand dollar, needed depending an area

Always9lad
tosee you...
Always ready
to help...

No franchise fees? We provide sales, promotion, and advertising assistance. Use coupon
for additional information, price and profit structure

United States
Distributor Of

lin MIN MIN NM MN all =I MO IMO OM I= IMO

eSTRUCTURES1
PANEL

N.

I am interested in: Icheck appropriate boxes)
Regional Distributorship
Area Dealership
'I Purchase of a Panel Structure

The way we se.., it...you're not just our
customers...yeu our ends. We know how imyou...and we'll take a
Portant Your form IS
you with your special
special interest in help
farm needs...loans, management,or just a bit of
sound advice. Let's talk.

Name
Address

City
Zip

EAST
•J 8 7 5 4
A63
•J 9
•Q 8 7

SOUTH
•K 9 6 2
•KS
• 10 7 3 2
•A K 2

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: South. The bidding:
South
1•
3•
3 NT

West

Pass
Pass
Pass

North East
2•
Pass
3•
Pass
Pass Pass

Opening lead: Deuce of
hearts
ing diamond. A diamond
places the lead in dummy
and -declarer has his nine
tricks.
It's one thing to decide to
establish one's longest
suit; it's quite another to
decide- there's only one
way to get it done.
Bid with Corn

South holds:

10-1-B

•J 8 7 5 4
•A 6 3
• J9
•Q 8 7
North South
1•
1*
2•

• ANSWER: Pass. Not
strong enough for two con-.
structive bids. Partner has
a minimum hand with good
diamonds and this is As
good a spot as any.
--Send bridge questions to The
Aces. P.O. Box 12363. Dallas.
Texas 75225, with self-addressed
stamped envelope for reply
i'opyright. 1979
United Feature Syndicate, In,

4401,4
SeireComplete
IP
I‘

,
4211
)
et

Fish & ChickeeA•
Dinners
From
Which includes — salad bar,
choice of potato and hot bread.

*tutu
#eas,

For the Fines, In
Sleek and Sealood

Restaurant
753-4141
DIGPINVAY Set N.

OPEN 4PM
7 DAYS A WEEK

1%,.
11%.•.
1%.
1\ltel%•.

AUTO SERVICE CENTER

• To assist in our nationwide sales efforts we need aggressive, sales conscious,
goal oriented individuals.

III East Washington, P 0. Box 403.
Belleville, Illinois 62222

WEST
•Q 10 3
•Q J 8 2
• Q 86 5
46 10 4

44
to tit

,
l,004

mmito DO-A-STRUCTURE

•A K 4
•J 9 6 5 3

GOODAEAR
SERVICE STORES

• low cost housing • grain storage
• roofing
• vacation cabins
• carports
• garages
• implement sheds • boat marinas
• warehouse storage • walkway enclosure
• animal confinement • numerous others
If you are interested in a panel structure
for personal use—mail coupon, below.

or Call (618) 277.0292

•A
•1097 4

COME TASTE A
REAL GOOD
TIME AT
SEVEN SEAS

To stretch that creamed
dried beeLadcllinely diced raw
celery and heat. The crisp celery gives good texture contrast.

An extremely low cost aluminum, free

10-I-A

NORTH

'One of the greatest
pains to human nature is
the pain of a new' idea." —
Walter Bagehot.

State

Bank of Murray

Phone

NIB MI MI OM MB SIM INN 011 MN

INI IMP 'III

11

Flic

.0.6.0.

STORES WILL BE

OCTOBER 2 FOR
INVENTORY, CLEARANCE SALE BEGINS WEDNESDAY
All Goodyear Service Stores will be closed all day on Tuesday,'Oct. 2
for inventory. Customers needing emergency service on that day
should call 753-0595. Stores will reopen Wednesday. Oct 3 with on inventory clearance sale.
.L1
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FOR RES=•
V

11.
1 Legal Notice

1. tegiTNotice
A periodic settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by.
Geraldine M Myers Executvh..
of the estate of i C Mead
deceased Exceptions 'to this
settlement must bellied in the
Calloway Distrsf Court on or
before Octotler 10. 1979 the
•
date of hearing
France W Shea Circuit Court
•
/

•

/
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary
appointments have been made
in the Calloway. District Court
All claims against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six months of
date of qualification
Toy Pierce McDougal 1008
Olive St Murray. KY 42071.
deceased. Juanita Dickinson
Box 92. Trenton KY 42286_tx
ecutrix
Mary Lou Alexander 903 Main
St., Murray. KY 42071 deceased. Madge ,Alexander 903
Main St . Murray. KY .42071.
Executrix
Frances W. Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk.

-

A tinai settlement al accounts
hasheen filed in the Calloway
District Court by Maurice H
Ryan Executor of the-estate of
Carlton Outland -deceased Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court--on or beiore October 10. 1979 the date of
hearing
Frances W Shea Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Mary M
Ragsdale Executrix of the
estate of Dewey Ragsdale
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before October 10 1979 the
date of hearing
Frances W Shea Circuit Cou't
Clerk

2. Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray Ledger &
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for busine • •
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mo
day through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon o,
Saturdays.
These hours include the
business office, classified
advertising department,
retail advertistlfr'department and circulation
department.
At times other than those
listed above the office is
closed for regular business
even though newsroom and
production employees may
eon duty.
request that
We
customers observe the
business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper.
The telephone numbers
for the newspaper departments are:
DEPARTMENT NUMBER
753-1916
tlassified Ads
753-1917
Circulation
753-1919
Display Ads
753-1916
Accounting
753-1918
News &Sports
The Murray
Ledger & Times

There must be a
reason: Mothers get
special baby pictures
made at

CARTER STUDIO
753-8298
Free Store 759-4600

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
_
FREE PARKING!
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

Chimney Cleaning
Time!
Call

Listed here is a ready
reference that will quickly
th•
locate
you
h•lp
classification you are look-

ing for.
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
759-4878
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wonted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
11 Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Salo or Trade
6 Italian riser
14. Want To Buy
Answer to Satunia) s Puzzle
7 - Vegas
15. Articles For Sal•
8 Durnmutlye
S T
F A R
PEEP
16. Horne Furnishings
ERIA
L IE
ORAL
17. Vacuum Cleaners
9 Fiac
DIRT
T I 'R
18. Sewing Machines
E LL
'2 Eyeryone
IMAGES
19. Form Equipment
ATE
Gorf mound
A, I T
16 Hal'
20. Sports Equipment
18 Macaw .
MANTELET
21. Monuments
E
20 Before
ERE
22. Musical
/ACE
22 Mikes
23. Exterminating
LOAD
I TE
23 Choral corn
24. Miscellaneous
P I
E0N
pOsition
25. Business Services
RETAIN
A CiC E P
24 Prmter s
26. TV-Radio
ERSE
12,A R T
A T E
measure
27. Mobile Horne Soles
26 pageant
RILE,
ION
OGEE
28. Mob. Horne Rents
28 Chmese
SLED
N ET
DEER
29. Heating-Cooling
measure
29 Vegetable
30. Business Rental
51006
Tellurium
11
30 Heron 31. Want To Rent
52 As writer
SyMt301 " ,
32 Through "
32. Apts. For Rent
Mus
44 Oolong e g
33 Consumed
33. Rooms for Rent
46 Promontory 54 Turf
35 Pariah
34. Houses For Rent
48 Want r
39 Odm s
35. Farms For Rent
5E
brother
19 Mourntu.
36. Fir-i-renfOr Lease
59
Le..etr_
40 At present
37. Livestock -Supplies
9 -c
38. Pets-Supplies
"
Ell&
2 ill
I
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Horn. Loans
43. Real Estate
30
29
M28
26
22 NI
44. Lots For Sole
74•
45. Forms For Sole
33
III
3t
46. Homes For Sale
IIII
3?UUU
35
47. Motorcycles
WI
ial
il
48. Auto. Services
41
40
311
49. Used Cars
ill
44
43
50. Used Trucks
alUUU
51. Campers
48
15 46
52. Boats and Motors
54 55 56
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
511 U59
57
55. Feed And Seed
•
6C IIII
56. Fre* Column
S1RU
IIUU
III
57. Wanted

MAGIC HAT

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Female
sheep
4 Frui
9 Make tace
12 1..,mb
13 European14 Beyerage
15 Arnbassadc,
17 Horses
home
19 urn
21 Intenechon
22 Pintaii d,,ck
25 Biter .etch
_ 27 Ce.6tor, plant
31 Male 1•Jr.tr,
-32 Reads,ng
34 Pronoun
35 Buigar,an
currenC!.
36 Greek letter
37 Negative preI,
38 Awe
41 Pedal d.g.t
42 Walk
43 Speck
44 Wige.am, e.g
45 Pr,hter 5
measure
47 Chmin,sh
49 Steeples
. 53 Stops
57 Vessel
58 VaP,d
60 Werttnress
leav.rig
61 Stan

62 Satiated
63 Time period"
DOWN
1 Cloth measure
2 Tmy
3 urge on
4 Things done
5 Protected

JURBOHN 17-• iii=
" 1111111
15 Mini

ilUR
al

UUUU RU

a

53RU

PEANUTS
WHAT WE'RE WORKING
TOWAW SAW?: 15
EQUALIT FOR UJOMEN
IN SPORTS_

71-iAt5 i, 600(7 CAU5E
DON'T YOU -ThiNK

V

NANCY

BEETLE BAILEY
6p us
1,04 4
140. 146e0ER

ft-)

ILONDIE
;01;r

2. Notice

Country Way Cafe, 1215 (past
Cherry Corner) Kentucky .lake
Fiddlers. Shrimp Baskets r21):
Liver Baskets Golden Fried
Chicken. Cali for carry out service 753-9163

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

Itedano sad lesier Service
We au linen who glass.

753-1751.
VS S. Ith Strut
FOR SALE
55 gallon drums

THORNTON
MARBLE

3E L.A"-E

NrOL,-L. SE LAE 202 0.K"...?,<
5 E (7.21.4T- PORT'? FIVE'

,

sAs-s sesta , ,-

IF YOU
NEED THEN!
Airport
489-2414
753-9332
Ambulance
Comp. Care
753-6622
Fire (City
753-1441
Fire r County i
753-6952
Foster Parents
753-5362
Hospital
753-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn. 753-0849
Humane Soc.
759-4141
Learn To Read
753-2288
Needline
753-NEED
Parents' Anon.753-1792
Poison Control
753-7588
Police
753-1621
Rescue Squad - 753-6952
Senior Citizens
753-0929
Sheriff
753-3151
State Pol.
1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep
handy
near the telephone.

2. Notice
OVERWEIGHT
& MISERABLE')
WEIGHT WATCHERS
IS your answer I
Murray
class:
Mondays Litt 6:30
p.m.,
First
Presbyterian
Church, 1601 Main

St.
BOB'S DRIVE-IN
810 Chestnut
FAMOUS FIESTA BURGERS
Cell in orders
to go
7537944

Wha we do

St is care
Needlme. 753-63 3 .

6. Help Wanted •

WANTED
issy
;A•15

T

-1

s

-

WE RE E.THE2
A,04;:dLLY LATE
E
• amP
Sri)

Speech,psd Language Pathologist. Political supervisor of undergraduate and Graduate students in
University -iirric. Immediate opening.
Position requires:
Master Degree and certificate of clinical computance
Prefer additional background in speech disabilities or
reading. Surgry $12,000 to 515,000-for 12 months
• Send credentials to Clinic Coordinator, Special Education Deportment Murray State University, Murray, Ky
42071 Con 502-762-446. Murray State University is
an Equal Op7sounity Affirmative Action Employer.

"--

•

;EVEN

C.4;e:P

‘4=-•

.1

:-•

It
T' !

LUfGA 5 r INISHED. FJTI-IFF?
kOLIVOIN US„ AND GENfRAL
BA BA Buo.OR YOu'RE
FINISHEn.

Wiarm Equipment

'You find our interest rates a bit high, Mr. For sale Case 660 combine
10 grain head and 402 corn
Higgins?"
head Call 753-0144

6. Help Wanted
General office worker Must be
able-to type, use 10 key-adding
machine and have knowledge
of double entry bookkeeping
Send resume to P 0 Box 32 N.
Murray. KY. An equal opportunity employer
Help- wanted' order takers for
people losing their hair Salary
Jobs. Box-27466. Philadelphia,
PA 19150
Immediate placement Will
hire three Need motivated 1)24 year old males for Nuclear
training Must be high school
grad Have above av,erag_e ability in math algebra $121
weekly Room, board medical
Two years paid training Call
Navy 1502) 753-6439 or call
'2[1 frAp Son 941 8000

11 Articles For Sale

-HE BEDROOm
SAVS SE vEN TE_N

10

8111/
N/11910

Babysitter needed_ 2'7 days a
CHEMIST
All display' ads,
week, prefer in my home. Must
have references Call 435classified displays and
An
organic
4150
regular display, must
specialty
chemical
be submitted by 12
manufacturer located
Clean-up and lube man Apply
in Western Kentucky
noon, the day before
gerson Jim Fain Motors
has an opening in its
publication.
Bible study each evening or any Sycamore Street
central
Control
reader time by phone free Store for
All
Management trainees needed
for
a
labratory
classifieds must be the needy all donations ap.for Iowing fast food operation
degreed
chemist.
submitted by 12 noon preciated Bible Facts, 759Excellent opportunity for perLabratory and inthe day before publica- 4600
sons looking for advancement
dustrial work exExcluding
tion.
at bettering their future -Posiperience desirable but
classified ads for Montions open rn Murray. Mayfield - not necessary'.
Chimney
day. We ask you to call
and other locations throughout
Excellent benefits
Tack-Poi/Ming
by 10 a.m. Saturcpy.
the southeast An equ-at opporand salary coinand
Gaming
To have an ad
tunity employer If interested
mensarate
with
436-2855
before
cancelled
call Ms Englebert or Mr
qualifications. Enjoy
(attar 6:00 p.80.)
publication you will
Wesley at Kentucky Fried
pleasant living in
Chicken for appointment 1
- need to contact us by 8
college town only 20
••
a.m. that morning In • Hebrews 10 Th-"fictfotsainrtg 800-633-591-7
miles from *beautiful
--in
the asserrt: ng of oursetves Needed truck driver Apply
and enjoyable Kenorder for it not to aptucky Lake.
pear in that day's edi- , together. 3: the manner of person at College Cleaners
some is. L.; exhorting one 1411 Olive Blvd.
Send resume to P.O.
tion.
Box 32Q. Murray,Ken- another. anc; so much the
more as f8 See the day ap- Wanted swim coach for age
tuc 42071.
FREE Krill-NS, to
proaching iabbath worship group swim team Mid May
Three
good hotne.
service Sat,'Iay s 5 pm til 6 through July 1980 Send 9. Situation Wilt
black, one tiger stripe.
pro Bible ;Ay 6 tI 1 and 7 resume to Bo. 93 Murray KY
5
after
753-5322
Call
Person interested in challengti
S evenirt Study by phone
p.m.
lob in law office Must have
ing
the
for
Store
anytime
BOOKKEEPER
shorthand or speedtyping.
Al, 'donations apneedy
PURCHASE AREA
writirtp) and bookkeeping exprectated A,vone having need
DEVELOPIADIT DESTRICT
perieoce Full time position
Ti-iE 500NER or would like Bible information
resume to P 0 Box 32 R,
Send
THE 3ETTER'. or study cal, Bible Facts or Free
DUTIES: Under the
Murray, KY..
Store. 759-4600.
supervision and direclBus.Opportunity tion of the Executive
Cleanup shop. 30x60. and conDirector and the
BIBLE CALL
tents at reduced price' 10
Director,
Assistant
"The Blight of Alcohol"
miles east of Murray on
maintains an efficient
Highway 94 Call 474-2335
759-4444 3r Children's
bookkeeping system
after 6 pm
Story 759 4445.
and assists with administrative require11. Instructions
ments.
Piano instructer will give
REQUIREMENTS:
private piano lessons to adults
and children BS degree in
High school diploma
music and 6 years experience
and two years' exin teaching Phone 753-6090
perience.
,
,DocC)
SALARY: Commen13. For We or Trade
surate: with education
Mini motor home camper
.19
and experience.
Will trade for mobile home
FOR
DEADLINE
Call 753-6133
APPLICATIONS: OctWill trade nice country home
ober 15, 1979
located near Murphey's pond
RESUME
SEND
ALETA BEANE
307 for acreage
PURCHASE -err Highway
SuRE
TO:
211-864-2580
is now employed at the
HOPE
AREA DEVELOPMEHES
Murray Beauty Salon
14. Want To Buy
NT DISTRICT P.O.
WRONG
753-3142
Box 588 Mayfield, KenWanted to buy standing
timber, top prices paid 489tucky 42066 Phone
She invites all her
2334
(502) 247-7171 ATfriends to call her for
Wayne
TENTION:
an appointment each
Want to buy 1916 or 1977 OatSpencer
weekday except Wedsun or Toyota hatchback Call
-as gem OPP~11,70104010,"
nesday.
753-6760

7,-4E 64AL_L_ CLOCA SAYS

[

DID CAPT. LOGO
BRIEF YOU ON
THIS FLIGHT?

YES,
PRES.
LUAGA ,
5IR„.

_ tzis

ALA
122/it!

THANK
YOU!

LiEuTENANT RilmA5 5 OUR ,
NA VIC- ATCR
SiR

1

Three
he year old baby bed. like
new, walnut finish Call 7591192
Will sell good used furniture
and appli
.ances The Odd Shop
de
We buy sell and
trade

6125. 9111 St.

\

1671M

Baby bed for sale Call 4354321
refrigerator, one
GE
Westinghouse 'refrigerator, one
Whirlpool washer Call 7536316
Stainless steel sinks, double
compartment. 4 hole, self rimming,$2999 $39 99, and
Hardware,
Wallin
$49 99

BOYD'S
AUTO REPAIR

iko
-4)Tu wAu'a
A t,

LOANs

HELP WANTED

11 IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR DRAFTSMEN IN OUR CONSTRUCTION
DESIGN AND ELECTRICAL DESIGN
DEPARTMENTS. EXPERIENCE NOT
REQUIRED, BUT PREFERRED. APPLY IN PERSON AT LINGL CORPORATION,Hy 64 WEST-FARIS, TN. EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

For Sale two 15" x P?" unilug
rocket mags, two P215-75R15
glass belted radial snow tires.
almost new, two G60-14 ScatTrac white letter tires. two 15
inch ET mag wheels with like
new .G70 Hercules Honcho 70
tires, like new. four GR7015
steel belted Goodyear tires,
mounted on Gran Prix factory,
Rally wheels, four Pontiac factory Rally wheels for full size
car, side pipes for Corvette.
Phone 753-7393.
For sale. All kinds of Greeting
Cards, including large shipment of Christmas cards, See
at 1624 Olive or call 153-171
aftei-4 pm. -

Just received truck load of
truck tool boxes, standard,and
deluxe models Also stainless
steel tailgait protectors
$15 75 Vinton Tractor Co
753-4892
John Deere model 4440 trac.
for completely equipped including .monitor, John Deere
21' disc. John Deere model
/000 planter with monitor.
13', John Deere chisel plow
lik Deere 6 row cultivator.
John Deere 15' harrow. John
Deere 6x16 plow. Joh Deere
rotary hoe. All equipm -it one
year old and in brand n con .dition . Phone 489-2141.
Papec4eed grinder andtmixer.
less than 5.000 boundS
ground. Call 527-1315 Or. 4748854
Tractor tires repaired tie* and
used tractor tires Get dur price
before you buy Vinsort Tractor
Co.. 753-4892

24.ThAttce laneous
Aluminum extension ladders
14', $28 88: 16', $31 88 20'
$45 99, 28', $70.99. Wallin
Hardware, Pans.
Bath 'tubs, 6 ft. steel white,
$64.99, Colors, $69.99 Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
Complete electric hospfral bed,
excellent coirdition $300 Call
1-527-7026
Chain saw chains three-eighths
inch for the following bar sizes
16- $1025;20",$1199.
24 $14 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris
Firewood for sale Call 7538110
Free-standing- wood stove with
grate $75 Call 153-6625
Mobile home roof coating, 5
gallon pail $7 99 Wallin Hardware, Paris
Pro Sharp chain saw
sharpener Sharpens your chain
like a pro. $11.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris
Save 90 per cent on resale and
consignment clothing for the
whole family at the Answer.
1407 Main St. Benton, KY
Open 6 days. 10 tit 5 pm.
Skil saws All with P." cutting
blade model 553. $29.99.
model 574 $3499, model
559 $59 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris

25. Business Services
BOYD'S
AUTO REPAIR
Cb.tvt. s.d Teweep Service,
Complete Ws Repair

753-1751
209 S. 7th Strait

26. TV-Radio

Tractor batteries 6 or 12 volt.
3-EH or 30H 2 year g antee,
your choice. $49 99 E change.
Wallin Hardware Pans
VAC Case tractor-3'p nt hitch,
new back tires $ 0 new
Wards post-hold di
$300.
Sears spreader s. - 'er. 3
bushel. $100. 6 ft --Tandum
ford disk MO Catt 36-5536
after 4 pm
Wheelbarrows. _IN_ $29_99:
$39 9.9. $59.99. W llin Hardware, Paris.

20.S

LEi pment

For Sale
Sylvania
26" TV
Color Console
with remote control, 6
month old 8600.00

Stereo Consols
Console
AM/FM with 8 track
$300.00
Call 753-6531 ask for
Sarah

Attention Goose hu lets! Goose:
shadows-.12 75 e h Call Neal Stack 3 Mosbeis-CB antenna,
Kevil Workshop can talk to Canada and Mexico
at 1U
New $150 now $75 492Mayfield ItY, 502 47-5346
8834
2 .Musica
-6 Wanted Responsible person to
Piano $100 C I 753-228 lake up payment on 19" COlOf
after 4 pm
E.X.. warranted Also a used 25"
color t v Claytons-1 & B Music.
--Utermi tirig
23.
open til 6 pm. 753-7575.

•

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control
PIN,
*

/33 1114

24. Misce aneous
ATI fuel chimneys triple watt
pipe 6- x30' $18 99 8- x30$29 99 Installation kit 6'
$21 99. fr. $41 99 Wallin
Hardware. Pans.
Wood foi sale. Call-759-1260.
Firewood for sale. $25 a rick.
we will deliver 753-6107.

27. Mobile Home Sales
For sale 2 bedroom, Ft bath,
12x55 mobile home. FurnishPd Possibly left on the acre of
and rent free. $5500. Phone
753-7882 or 1-458-8350 after
5 pm
975 Mobile home, 12x50. all
electric, central heat and air,
unfurnished, underpinned, shed? ts. antenna. porch. $5700.
753-2538 after 6 pm.
1975 Park Villa, 12x52, air
conditioner and furniture goes.
Already set up $4600 4365536
12x60 Two bedroom, all carpet
except kitchen, central air, gas
heat, partially furnished Call
382-2713

PRODUCTION
SUPERVISORY
PERSONNEL
A local manufacturing concern has immediate openings for Production Supervisory Personnel, with experience in
machining and/or assembly operation.
This is a growing company offering outstanding fringe benefits and salary. Send
confidential resume and salary
requirements to: Industrial Relations
Manager,P.O. Box 610, Paris, TN 38242.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

4.1..msw.mwer

NOTICE

EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
Emerson

Electric Company,
in Paris, Tennessee, is accepting
William Allen sofa and chairs.
applications each day at the plant
Stanley bedroom suite with
guard house. Permanent jnhs_are
size
set
mattress
queen
Also a
ladies diamond longines wat
now available. Applicant must be
ch. Call 753-420 after 5 pm
-PoliShi-d-blass or an- _willing to work any shift. Excellent benefits and
tique brass, key in knob sets',
pay:
'
$7 99: passage, $3.99. irfallm
Hardware Paris.

4

An Equal Opportunity Employer

4

.1661.
16,

•

14•1I,
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28. Mob. Home Rents

36. For Rent Or Lease

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

43.-Real Estate

Three bedroom located at
!New Courts-Staff per month Call 759 4496 after 6 pm

adders
8, 20'
Wallin
white,
Wallin

al bed,
G Call

Nghths
r sizes
,11 99,
dware,

I 753-

e with
5
mg, 5
s Hardsaw
r chain
Hard-

ile and
or the
inswer,
n, KY

cutting
29 99,
model
dware,

ices

)1, 6

a
sack
4

itenna,
492-

rson to
" color
ed 25"
Music,

51111

bath,
urn ishacre of
Phone
D after

50. all
id air,
sh5700.

Bachelor or Bachelorette pad
Save $3,500.. Owner anxious to
in Panorama Sheres 1
Office Space For 1 located
sell!! This home is almost
bedroom, ideal for single per
I
maintenance tree.. Beautifully
29. Heatintaoolng_
Rent. Call 753son
Included is stove
paneled inside and brick outElectric heaters 4000 watt 4
refrigerator bed, table and
7618 after 5:00
side. Large lot with fenced
chairs, and curtains.. Can't be c:a3 753-1222
stack, $35 99 Wallin Hard
backyard; convenient kitchen
beat for $8,40b. Shroatware, Paris
37. Livestock-Supplies Waldrop
that has it all All the best of
Real Estate, 759
For sale 312 ton electric fur- For rent 70 acres pasture for
less. Call 753-1492. Offered by
ELEGANT NOME
1101
and
air
conditioner
comnace
Century' 21, Loretta Jobs
cattle Good *Oven wire ferice
First time offered,
bination $315 Converting to Located on Highway 280 idst
Realtors.
CORRECTION
spacious
four bedroom
gas 753-0814
off 121 South 753-3625
12x65 Mobile home on 11 acre
home on large lot just
Wood heater, automatic Timothy. clover and.,iegue landscaped lot. .1913 Revere,
west of Murray city
deluxe cabinet brick lined hay for sale 759-1330
3 bedroom, 2 bath, fully furlimits.
Extremely
cast iron grates and doors 24
nished, washer and dryer inwell-constructed and
38.
Pets-Supplies
fire box, $199 99 Two speed
cluded Central air. Only 3
beautifully decorated
registered miles from town. Priced for
-*automatic bLower $49 99 One female
home. Phone KopNallin Hardware Paris
Bloodhound and 3 registered quick sale, $12.500. Spann
perud Realty, 753-1222,
pups, 4 months old For sale, Realty Associates, 751'1724.
Iniant To Rent
for an appointment to
cheap! 754,-3723.
view this choice
Three bedroom house: any Two Beagle puppies. 5 months
property. Priced in the
school district.. will do repair old Also an Ithaca SKB over
Three bedroom, 3 bath home,
70's.
Call 753-7543 or-492-8570
and under shotgun. 12 gauge.
den with fireplace, fenced in
Would like to rent 2 bedroom 3 inch magnum must sell.
Extras, extras, and extras in yard, city school district. Call
Have your home with
houe in Murray Call 753- 436-2805
this permanent home in Purdom & Thurman 753-4451.
additional income with
0343..
41. Pyblic Sale
Lakeway Shores. New micro Tired of a busy city? Come see
this older well kept 3
Would like to rent 3 .or 4 Gar age sate at Witliarns Body
side by side refrigerator- this lovely 3 bedroom, 2 bath
oven,
with
home
bedroom
bedroom house in Murray area Shop Industrial Road Open
with ice maker, washer home with lots of fresh country
freezer
gas heat on a large lot.
Dr. Hayman, 753-6642 or 901, every Friday and Saturday, new
and dryer, 3 window unit air air! Plus a 24 x 24 family room
bedroom,
11
/
2
3
Has a
241-3992.
conditioners, ,t.v antenna and with built-in cabinets and book
items every week.
bath mobile home.
more in this basement home shelves.„More details are
32. Apts. Forltent
Yard sale at 1705 Johnson.
This large lot is
for only $37,500. Shroat- available by calling Judy at
clothes,
toys.
Household
items
Furnished one bedroom apartsuitable for more
Waldrop Real Estate. 759- 753.1492 Offered by Loretta
ment close to University. Call Saturday frdm 7 til 5.
mobile homes. Call us
Jobs Realtors.
1707.
753-7418 after 4 pm.
on this investment.
Farms For Sale
45.
-- Nice two bedroom apartment. Assumable VA loan on this very
Ainley Auction &
with nice .4 bedroom
farm
641 South_ Best references on- nice homa in Lakew5y Shores.
Realty Sales
30 acres with 17 acres
house.
Or
0,810T
ly. 492-8634.
6
MI
,
2 -bedrooms, bath, living room,
tendable. Located on Highway
dryer
and
washer
•
kitchen.
.
for
One bedroom apartment
280 with city water available.
rent, Lynn Grove, $80 per mon- hookup, patio with gas grill
Has mobile home hookup with
WILSON
th. stove and refrigerator fur- Priced at only $21.500. Shroatseperate septic system. Spann
INSURANCE
759-1701.
Estate
Waldrop
Real
nished_ Kenton Miller, 153F. REAL ESTATE
Three bedroom. P2 baths, liv- Realty Associates, 753-7724.
A real cream T)-iti f.. One of
/874.
ANYTIME
ing
room, kitchen and den, city 46. Homes For Sale
'753-3263
Small furnished apartment. those har4.to find 4, bedroom
water
and sewer, single garage392
N.
120
Si.
owner: Three
single only. Inquire 100 South homes loaded with extras and
with concrete drive in For sale by
perfectly
charming.
Unique
kitbedroom brick with chain link
13th Street.
We.stliaod
Subdivision. For
chen with island, and built-ins
patio, concrete
Small furnished apartment. Owner will consider trade in Excellent business lOcation at more information call Purdom f- ence, 12x30
drive, pantry, utility, city school
15th
and
Poplar
Street.
Two
& Thurman, 753-4451
ideal location for college stu- town. To see this one cal
753- large lots suitable for many
distiict. Low utility bills. Good
dent. Call 753-5913
1492. Offered by Century 21. types of businesses or apart- Three bedroom cedar cabin, subdivision for retiring couple
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
31.1Uoims forlent
ments. In walking distance of Panorama Shores, with or young family. $32,000. Call
Rooms for rent, one block from Brand new 7 bedroom 1 bath. Murray State University. Spann Franklin fireplace, Call Purdom 753-17.02 after 5 pm.
& Thurman 753-4451
University. $10 per month built-in appliances. city water Realty Associates, 753-7724.
House for sale by owner: 3
/53-1812-or 759-4909
and sewer, . nice size lot Call For ..sale- _... cleanup and body_
. bedroom family room, formal
Purdom & Thurman 75-3 4451- shop. Stadium View Drive. Call
dining room, fireplace, natural
34...Houses For Rent
Purdom
&
Thurman
gas, double lot. Only 15
753-4451.
counDy
bedroom,
Tb
alb
three
minutes from campus. 753home. 5' miles out of Murray
For sale: 28x30 shop -and walk3461 or 1-443-9628.
in basement, both • on 5'.•,2
No singles, no pets Christian
•
couple preferred 753-1287
47. Motorcycles
acres. 3 miles south of city.
-Majors
Boyd
between 630 pm and 830
Call 615-232-6943.
753-1222
CB 360 T Honda, 1976., in good
Real Estate
pm.
condition. $650. 753-5677.
• Jut a little redecorating can
105 N. 12th _
36:For Renter tease
make this little house a great
48. Auto. Services
Immediate
home! 3 bedroom,
story
A
BIT
OF
Car batteries, 35 month
Occupancy
frame
conveniently
Mini
WOODLAND
guarantee, 80 amp, $29.99, exlocated...
Priced
so
that
anyone
opportunity
Excellent
Warehouse
Just listed, neat 2
change. 60 month guarantee,
can afford it...$12.500...Call
to purchase your own
bedroom frame home,
Storage Space
amp. $39.99, exchange.
95
753-1492
for
an
appointment
a
brand new home at
situated on 41
/
2 acres,
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
For Rent
today Offered by- Century 21
reasonable price. This
mostly wooded, only 3
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
quality home located
753-4758
BOYD'S
miles from city off
Kingswood
Subin
New listing in Hazel - brick
94E.
Spacious
living
REPAIR
AUTO
division
has
3
For rent boat space in garage
veneer home with 2 bedrooms.
room, eat-in kitchen
Transmission
Automatic
bedrooms,2 baths,den
Phone 753-4455
new wiring, and new plumbing.
has new cabinets,elec.
Service
with fireplace, formal
Has insulation as recommendheat, large back pordining, spacious kit•
753-1751
ed by T.V.A. Located on i acre
Warehouse
chen, attached 2 car
ch, outside storage
209 S. 7th Street
corner
lot.
Nice
large
rooms.
Storage
garage and several
building. Modestly
Good retirement home or first
Space
unique features which
Motor for 1971 Pontiac, 350, 2
priced at $27,500.
home with room for expansion.
do provide an unusual
barrel, completely overhauled,
-For Rent
Call Louise Baker at Spann
home buying opIdeal for storing house full of
$350. Call 489-2510.
1 GAL.OF GAS
Realty Associates, 753-7724.
portunity. Priced in
furniture, cars, antiques,
This practically brand
Two used G T. radial tires, GR
Residential building lots
business overflows, etc
upper $60's. Call Kopnew 2 bedroom cabin
70-15. Flexten. 753-3081,
Phone 753-7618 after 5,00
Westwood Subdivision, city
perud Realty 753-1222
in the woods is the
pm
water
sewer.
and
Priced
from
information.
for all the
49. Used Cars
ideal weekend retreat.
$3000 to $5000. Call Purdom
By owner 1971 Chevy,.air and
Completely
furnished,
-& Thurman 753-4451.
power: 1972 Olds convertible,
beautifully decorated.
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
air and power; 1973 Buick staElec. heat, air cond.
209 wallow Street
tionwagon. Phone- 753-6760
Purdom & Thurman
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
all this for only $10,500.
Closed All Day Wed.
after 6 pm
Insurance & Real Estate
It's worth a look.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 tit 5:00
Sq,o,
e
South,r14.
Call
7534080
1976 Cutlass Salon, all extras,
Price of
Murray, Kentucky
753-9759 or 753-6725
$3250.
SHAVE
75'
PRICE
HAIRCUT $1.2S
after 6 pm "
11.0.1 II how.cal, pie.. mg
Call 753-8080
1 Jill S ••• ó.y•Wyo.. No tory Owl*,
753-4451
ONIN1111=1111=11111111111
1968 Chevrolet Impala, 4-door,
327 engine. $400. Call 4365536 after 4 pm.
541,111(6

2, air
goes
436-

Dial-A-Service

carpet
ir, gas
I Call

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

0

Fire
753-1441

'S

11ERIF
R
REFINISHING
8
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
*Refinishing it Repairs
*Antique Brass Hardwore
*Custom Built Furniture
*Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets

Hwy.641 -6 Miles South
Jerry McCoy- Owner & Operator

Police
753-1621

502-492-8837
A New
Insulation
Service

Modern
Energy
Methods
753-75/16 or
753-8271
MAGIC

NA
Chimney Sweeping in the
tine old tradition

y,

,

Heat Pump
Specialists '

Modern Sheet Metal
L Service Departments.

CHIMNEY SWEEPS
Business 78i--4174

Poison
Control
Center

753-7588

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-9290

753-6952

Hinman's
Rentals

Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs

Nees*, who, wets, sewer,
power mod concrete teeft wied
etc.

nt
re

x-

Quality Service
Company

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5703
802 N 18th Street
ra

Radio Cab
Company

TAXI CAB
SERVICE
6 am -Midnight
7 Days A Week

Phone 753-5351
or 753-5352

Kelley's Termite
Pest Confrol
100S. 13th St.
Murray,Ky.

753-3914

1969 Camaro, 307, V8
automatic Call 753
:0188 after
5-pm.
1967 Caprice, $300. Phone
753-4865
For sale, 1974 white Monte
Carlo, low mileage, 753-2810.
1977 Grand Prix Li, 36,000 actual miles, fully loaded, $4750.
Call 753-9710.
1971 Lemans. Call between 4
and 6 pm, 753-2801.
Reduced for quick sale, $1950.
1974 Chevy Caprice, 4-door, all
power, extra clean, good condition, one owner. 753-1266 or
753-3493.
1973 Thunderbird, has all the
extras plus a new set of tires
$1350. Phone 1-354-6217.
'..971 VW Squareback, excellent condition, goad tires,
$1350. Call 759-4607 after 5
pm.
Want to buy 1976 or 1977 Datsun or Toyota hatchback. Call
753-6760

50. Used Trucks
By owner 1978 Chevrolet
Beauville van 8 passenger, air,
power, 16,000 miles, loaded
753-6760 alter 5 pm.
1977 Chevrolet two-ton truck,
low mileage with or without
cattle bed 527-1315 or, 4748854.
1.972 Ford pickup, new
overhaul transmission. Call
492-8534.
1978 Silverado Chevy pickup
with 21,000 miles, red and
white. Call 753-4545 or 7536163.

53. Services Offered

50. Used Trucks

For sale or trade. 1978 1.11 V
pickup, 7300 miles. good condition. Call Monday through
Friday atter 6 pm, all day on
Saturday and Sunday. Phone
759-4501

51. Campers

Complete winterizing and
repair on all brands. Winter
storage available, Hitches,
parts, and accessories. White's
Camper Sales, Highway 94
East, Murray, KY. 753-0605.
Free air conditioner with purchase of a new 1979 Prowler,
Monitor travel trailer. Arrowhead Camper Sales,
Highway 80 East, Mayfield, KY.
247-8187.
For sale: travel trailer, 1974
Avion model 26, in good condition. Call 753-6134.
Overhead camper for long
wheel base truck, in good condition. $600. Call 492-8515

52. Boats and Motors
FOR SALE
Good 15' aluminum runabout,
witti 85 b.p. Mercury outboard,
comes complete with trailer,
canvas top, skis, ski rope, and
3 lile jackets. Call 753-1916,
ask for Karen, between 7 a.m.
& 3 p.m. $2,600.

Can't get those small jobs
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry, painting, plumbing, aluminum
siding patios, small concrete
jobs. Call 436-2562 after 5 pm
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565.
Concrete and block work'. Block
garages. basements. drnetways.
walks, patios, steps. free
estimates. 753-5476
Complete tax and bookkeeping
services. Phone David Keller at
753-8918.
For your chain link fencing
needs, contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates. 7531966 •
Fence Sales at Sears now Cali
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs
For your home alterations,
repair, and remodeling, also
new homes and commercial.
call 753-6123

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

Guttering_by.--Sears, Sears continous gutters installed per
your specifications. Neil Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
For sale: 1978 Thunderbird ForHave your driveways white rockmula 18, Evinrude 150 hp less ed
before bad weather, Free
than 80 hours. Excellent condi- estimates.
Clifford Garrison,
tion. Call 436-5515 or 753- 7.53-5429 after
-4 pm.
1432.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
53. Seryices Offered save on these high heating and
Byers Brothers & Son-General cooling bills. Call Sears, 753home remodeling, framing, 2310, for free estimates.
aluminum siding, gutters, and Ken's
Lawnmower and chainroofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1- saw repair. 718
South 4th. Fast
362-4895.
service. 753-7400.
Building and repairing barns,
Licinsed Electrician and gas in30 years experience. Call days
stallation, will do plumbing.
759-4620 or nights 492-8910. heating
and 'air conditioning.
Bess's Mobile Plant Care Ser- Call 753-7203. .
vice. Watering, fertilizing, pest
Licensed electrician. Prompt,
control, trouble shooting,
efficient service, reasonable
repotting, propagation. Regular
rates. Call Ernest White, 753visits. Call 492-8857 or 43t0605.
2667.
Paper: hanging and interior
Carpet cleaning, at reascinable painting.
Call 437-4617.
rates.. Prompt and efficient ser
vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489Herndon's
2774
Carpet
cleaning,
free
estimates, satisfied references,
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning. tall Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Termites You spend thousands
of dollars for I home but never
think about termites - they
cause the most damage next to
fire Have your home triated
no& 753-3914 Kelley's Termite & Pest Control 100 South
13th Street, Murray KY Over
33 years experience Home
owned

Backhoe and frontend loader work
Free
done.
Estimates!! Call

HARMON &
BINKLEY
CONSTRUCTION
7534,
24, 69nG

BOYD'S
AUTO REPAIR

Will do house cleaning. 753
1996.
Fruit roil eligneseet, frame
.Will haul driveway white rock
service, tire beleii, we
service Isms trucks.
and Ag lime. also have any type
753-1751
of brown or white Pea gravel.
209 S. 7th Street
Call Roger Hudson. 153-6163
or, 753-4545.
•
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry. work complete- Wilt do-odd jobs- carpentry,
ly guarenteed. Call or write roofing. etc ..Call 753-5648.
Morgan Construction Co.. 57. Wanted
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
1955 or 1957
KY 42001, or call daysr night. Wanted
Chevrolet, 2-door hardtop body.
1-442-7026.
Would consider complete car.
Will lay carpet. Free estimates. Must have gOod body. Joe .
Call 759-1823 after 5 pm.
Kelso. 753-8612

Spring House Cleaning
Special-"
Walls, windows,floors and carpets. Free estimates.
Insured and experienced. Call day or night:

7S9-1176

CONVENIENT LOCATION
Very sharp home in excellent condition on
quiet residential street convenient to shopping areas. One car garage and extra
storage cabinets in utility room. Priced in
$30's. First time offered.

Portable Welding
Service
Rt. 6, Box 154,
Murray, Ky.
753-9507

Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.

2. How-cay you save money?
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of October to sell all those items
you have gathered together.

3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of Oct. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for October you will
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.

4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
Ads must run three consecutive days.
fr No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

No. Days
Paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

5. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save

money tyour business adaising and gain the advantage of advc rligilag-i.the most well wad
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Coll 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad. -
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Deaths &Funerals

I
Rites Are Today
For Cathy Wilson
Accident Victim

Final Rites Today
At Frankfort For
J. W. Thurmond

Mrs. Pete Self's
Funeral Services
Are Held Today

The News In Brief Subliminal Persuasion

I

Author To Give Lecture

He begins uweek's tour of six
American cities — Boston,
New York, Philadelphia, Des
Ur. Wilson Bryan Key,
He has written two books,
Moines,
Chicago
and
author of two books on the
"Sublimal Seduction" and
Washington — by celebrating
subject of subliminal perThe funeral for Cathy Sue
Final rites for Mrs. Pete
"Media -Sexploitation," and is
The funeral - for James W.
Mass on the Boston Common.
suasion, will lecture At
Wilson. 20, was held today at Thurmond is being held today (Bytha B.) Self of Murray
working on a third. His books
Murray State University at 8
11 a.m. at the chapel of the J. at 2 p.m. at the Harrod
Route 5 are being held today
put forth in detail the varied
BAI.BOA, Panama AP) —
p.m. tonight.
H. Churchill Funeral Home Brothers Memorial Chapel. at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the
'ways he contends advertisers
The United States turned over
Key's free lecture will be
with the Rev. Glynn Orr of- Frankfort, with the Rev.
Max Churchill Funeral Home
seduce eonsumers.
the Panama Canal Zone to
presented in the Student
ficiating and Mrs. Oneida Grady Nutt of Louisville ofwith. the Rev. Dr. Jerrell
His firm is designed for the
Panama early today amid the
Center Auditorium. It is
White as organist.
White officiating.
study of media manipulation,
ficiating.
clamor of church bells and a
sponsored by the Student
Pallbearers v..ere Gerald
Serving as pallbearers are
Pallbearers are Thomas
and he recently completed a
ihower of fireworks as hunGovernment Association and
Turner, Richard Leach, Graves, Dave Darnell, Kelly
John Lax, Charles Lane,
course in which he taught
Officials predicted the dreds of thousands of
William Hargrove, Curtis Woodside, John Goins,
Brown Martin, and Edward, pope's visit would more than Panamanians prepared to is open to the public.
University of California at
Key, 52, a native of RichShultz, Gary Canter, and Haskell Harp, Billy Roland,
Jerry, and Bert Collins. Burial double Boston's population as march into the territory.
Irvine students to recognizu
has
California,
Stanley Davis. Burial was in Clarence Tyler, and Jerry
will follow in the Parker special trains and buses
what he says are the subtle,
The bells began pealing at mond,
the Farmington Cemetery.
Cemetery.
Dr. Wilson B. Key
Mitchell. Burial will follow in
midnight Sunday as the 646- ptiblished more than 300
often sexual, always hidden
carried in pilgrims. Much of
Ms. Wilson was pronounced the Sunset Memorial Gardens,
Mrs. Self, 79, died Friday at the City — groomed and
square-Mile zone officially research studies on public
media devices built into adcommunication, Key, who is absolutely serious vertising.
dead on arrival at the Com- Frankfort.
8:55 a.m. at the Murray- draped with papal flags — was became
Panamanian opinion,
Munity Hospital, Mayfield, on
Calloway County Hospital. closed late Sunday to most property after 76 years of U.S. marketing, economics and about his work, can be very
Mr. Thurmond, 55, died
Last fall, he taught the same
sociology for government and convincing.
Friday at 9:05 p.m. after Friday at 7:45 p.m. from an
She was . a mernber of a traffic.
jurisdiction.
course at UCLA. He espeused
He believes that almost his views in a one-day seminar
commercial organizations.
having sustained injuries in a apparent heart attack at his
Baptist Church. Born Sept. 28,
WASHINGTON
every time you pick up a at UC San Diego and is now
of
president
Currently
two car accident near Sedalia. 'home on Duncan Road,
1900, in Calloway County, she INTERNATIONAL
WASHINGTO (API —
magazine, turn on the traveling the lecture circuit
The young woman wag a Frankfort. Born Sept. 19, 1924.
was the daughter of the late
DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) — While President Carter put Mediaprobe, Inc., which he
member of the Immanuel in Calloway County, he was
Thomas Downs and Bell Pope John Paul II ends the finishing touches on tonight's operates from his Costa Mesa, television or look at a • armed with a slide projector
billboard, you are being and a briefcase filled with ads
Lutheran Church, Murray. the son of Charlie Lee ThurHaynes Downs.
first papal visit to Ireland speech about the Soviet troops California, home, he sees
Born Sept. 7, 1959,- in Illinois, mond who died in 1958 and
Survivors include her today and flies to the United in Cuba, Cuban . President skulls in liquor ads, severed nianipulated in ways you don't he has clipped from the print
the
because
she was the daughter of Roger Ludie Ray Thurmond who
husband, Pete, Self, to whom States after repeated appeals Fidel Castro charged Carter hands and the word cancer in perceive
nied iii.
Williams and Joyce Hill died in 1975.
she was married on Oct. 23, for peace in Northern Ireland. invented the controversy to oiorette ads and the letters mampuliation is sublimal.
Williams.
1923; three daughters—Mrs. But a spokesman for the Irish bolster his • own political "SEX" when a popular sink
The deceased attendtd
. Survivors include one Kirksey High School. was a
Roger ( Fay ) Cameron, Republican Army said the image. Carter scheduled his 9 cleanser floats grease down
daughter. Terra Jo Wilson, member .of the Graefenburg
the drain.
Rochester, Mich., Mrs. Cecil guerrilla "war of liberation" p.m. EDT address to the
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Roger Baptist Church, Frankfort,
Is he crazy? Some people
I Carrie) Estep, Alum, and will continue. After a final nation after negotiations with
The Biggest Sale Ever
Williams, Farmington Route and was a former member of
think so. Is it an overactive
Mrs. Thomas (Clara) Estep, open-air Mass at the Limerick Soviet officials apparently had
Is Coming To
1; grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. VFW Post 4075 and American
imagination that makes him
Pontiac, Mich.; one son, race track and a 61/-hour broken down, with the
Louis Williams, Farmington Legion Post No. 7, Frankfort.
Big October 1st
find such things? Perhaps, but
Robert Downs, Murray; 12 flight across the Atlantic, the Russians refusing to budge on
Route 1. and Mrs. Arletta Hill, He was a U. S. Army veteran
grandchildren.
Roman Catholic pontiff was Carter's insistence that they
Paducah; four sisters—Mrs. of World War II being the
due in Boston at 3 p.m. EDT. change the "status quo."
LOUISVIIII.E. Ky. 1AP) (USDA) —
Ma* /41//'MEW milm MEW
Wendy Orten, Cadiz, Mrs. recipient of the Central
Those talks resumed unex- Estimate receipts cattle and calves 2,200;
Route
Mayfield
Jody Glisson,
slaughter steers and heifers steady to 50
Europe Battle Star. Northern
pectedly- Sunday.
higher; cows steady to weak; bulls
I, Mrs. Teri McCuiston and France Battle Star, Rhineland
unevenly steady to 3.51 lower; daughter
Miss Cindy Williams, Far- Campaign Battle ETO ribbon,
calves and vealers untested; feeder suers
under 450 lb. 5.00-10.00 lower, over 4511 lb.
mington Route 1; one brother, and American Theatre Rib.. steady to 5.00 lower; heifers 3.004.00
Martin Williams, Farmington bon.
of
Prices
of
stocks
local
at
Interest
WWI% choice 9001300 lb slaughter steers
The Rev. Cecil L. Page,field
noon, EDT.today,furnished to The Mur- 10.0141110; good and choice 1004300 lb
Route I.
Mr. Thurmond was an
of
office
representative for the
ray Ledger
Times by First of 114.004810; standard and gocd 14001350 lb
employee of the National
)Michigan --Corpiv of Murray, are as 511044.80; daughter betters choice M0.
finance and field service of the
Tressa Hensley, licensed follows.
Distillery, Frankfort, with 25
975 lb N.0047.70; good and choice 11801008
Board of Global Ministries of physical therapist has joined
#
lb 0.046.00; standard and good 1711100
years of experience.
the United Methodist Chur- the staff of Murray-Calloway Industrial Average
4 17 lb 57 0043.00; slaughter'cows commercial
He is ,survived by his wife,
43.0048.50; utility 45.00-52.00; higher
ches, died Thursday at the County Hospital as chief of the Air Products ..
134 •% dreaming utility 52.5046.04; cutter 45.00.
Mrs. Robbie Jean Swift
Memphis,
Hospital,
Methodist
+
.S
Motors
American
calmer 40.00-45.00; slaughter bulls
411.00;
i
physical therapy department. Ashland
Thurmond, also—a-aative of
37k.
15404850 lb 17.75-502/: 1111401754 lb $7.00
Funeral services for Frank Murray; one daughter, Mrs. - .Tenn.
55% +
American Telephone
63.75;
steers
.1
No
feeder
frame
medium
He was 56 years of age.
3k.B PIA 716040)11)111300106.00, few to 112.1111; 36041011
Bonanza
A native of Tennessee, Mrs. Chrysler
Pace of 501 Chestnut Street, Loretta T. Goins, Frankfort;
0% talc lb 79.5144.08; 400440 lb
One owner, white, blue interior, 4 speed tranSurvivors include his wife, Heltsley
380404
the Ford Motor
attended
Murray, were held today at 11 two sons, Phillip Lee Thur42% -1 L. lb 77.004430; 716475 lb77.110411.115;
0
including partly
smission, sliding back glass, step bumper, apJackson,
Page,
Marjorie
Mrs.
unc
11%
(,.A.F
Max
the
of
chapel
dittoed offerings 7200.75.4111; median
University . of Tennessee at
a.m. at the
mond, Frankfort, and James
16 ±% frame
proximately 14,500 miles,sharp.
General Care
Page,
Mark
son,
one
Tenn.;
lb
300400
No.2
73.0040.00;
lb
50426
Churchill Funeral Home with Edward
Martin. In December 1977 she General Dynamics
Thurmond,
44% -.4
large frame No. 2 40011111 lb
mother,
..... 62 -La 16.10-7250;
was graduated from the General Motors.
the Rev. John Stalls of Edneyville, N. C.; four Memphis, Tenn.; his
117.0140.112; heifers median frame No. 1
22% -% 300408
General Tire
FarPage,
Jewell
Mrs.
11)1111.0041.75; 536446 lb 84.10-70.10;
Madisonville and the Rev. grandchildren.
University of Tennessee Goodrich .
23% -%
Keep That Great GM Feeling i
OM QUAL/TY
medium No. 2400-410 lb 55.11047.50; stock.
mington Hills, Mich.; four Center for Health Sciences, Hardee'
GM
William Cox of Murray ofSiffNICE MATS
Also surviving are three
medium
cows
No. 1 MAO lb 3-7 years old
%
13%
27
c
mc
un
Heublein
Robbye
sisters--Mrs.
With Genuine GM Pals
easitam.dorms tarts mama
ficiating. Music was by Mrs. sisters—Mrs. Hoy ( Louise)
School of Physical Therapy.
67% -%, 52.5047.75.
1.8.M
Talarico, Mrs. Zula Zech,
Hop
10110;
Thursday
last
to
compared
20k.A
19'*B
John Stalls and John Price.
Treva
(
Bill
Mrs.
and
Higgins
barrows and gilts 1.75 lower; 1-2210400 lb
U
K Mart
She came to Murray from jeric°
Pallbearers were Roger, Hurt, Murray Route 1, and Mrs. Lutie Ramsden, and
34% +
37.304700; No.2 210-310 lb 37.0647.50: 2-3*
Pen wait
four
Moore,
Frances
Hospital,
Mrs.
County
Lauderdale
26%
3115047.00; mows steady to LSI lower; 1-2
Quaker Oats
Harbld, Gary, Timmy, and Mrs. Lynn (Bessie) Parker,
753-2617
641 South
2. M0400 lb 3430- 31.00; MINN lb 31.30294.,4-.411
12%
Alton. Ripley, Tenn..where.she was Tappan
r Wendel Pace and Ray Stone, Murray Route 2; one brother, brothers—Lyndal, J. D.,
Texaco
4184110 lb 32.50 33.10; 31/44011 lb
30.30;
of
all
Page,
Raymond
and
therapy.
physical
of
chief
also
31'm unc 33.50 34.I6; bears over XS 33.01144.01).
;Nam
Wal Mart
all grandsons. Burial was in Cecil Thurmond„ Murray
16%13 15NA
Wendys
Detroit, Mich.
Sheep 35, untested early.
the Murray City Cemetery.
Route 1; several nieces and
Helstley's
husband,
is
Gary,
The funeral was held
Mr. Pace, 82, died Saturday nephews.
Saturday at 1 p.m. at the First a medical technologist at
at 5 a.m. at the MurrayUnited Methodist Church, Murray-Calloway County
Calloway County Hospital.
Jackson, Tenn. Burial was in Hospital. The Heltsleys now
Survivors include his wife,
reside at 1614 Calloway in
Mrs. Ophelia Stalls Pace, 501 Federal-State Market News Service Oc- the Roselawn Cemetery, Murray.
Ky.
Bardwell,
1479
1,
tober
Chestnut Street, Murray; one Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market
daughter, Mrs. Joe ( Beatrice) Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts:
450
Est.
IMO
Act.
&
Barrows
Miller, Ellis Drive, Murray; Gilts .75 mostly $1.00 lower Sows steady
three sons—Willard, 307 South to $1.00 lower
$36.00-36.25
11th Street, Murray, Leon, US 1-2 200-230 lbe.
535.75-36.00
1.5 2200-2401N.
New Douglas, Ill., and J. D., US 13240-250lbs.
*34.75-3575
2-4
US
lbs.
250-280
one
501 Chestnut, Murray;
Sows
sister, Mrs. Gertie Matheny, US 1-2 270-35011m.
229.00-30.00
US 1-3300450 lbs.
527.00-29.00
grand24
Mich.;
Detroit,
lbs.
46040D
1-3
US
529.00-31.00
children; 15 great grand- US 145004501bs
S31.0132.00
526 00-27 00
children; several nieces and
A reception and dinner to tgomery at 3690, Marlborough
Boars over 300 lbs. 528.00-29.00 under 300
nephews.
22.00-25.00
raise funds to support the Way in Paducah from 6 to 7:30
campaign of Martha Layne p.m., followed by the dinner at
Collins, Democratic candidate 7:30 p.m. at the St. Mary High
for lieutenant governor, are School commons.
The Biggest Sale Ever
scheduled in Paducah on
Ben Lookofsky of Mayfield
Thursday,Oct. 4.
will serve as master of
Is Coming To
The reception will be at the ceremonies for the dinner
Big K, October 1st
home of Dr. Wally 0. Mon- Music for the event will be
provided by Splitwater Creek.
Supporters of Mrs. Collins
from the eight counties of the
Jackson
Purchase
Calloway, Graves, Marshall.
Fulton, Carlisle, Ballard.
Hickman, and McCracken —
as well as from Trigg, Lyon.
Livingston, Crittenden, and
Caldwell counties will be or
hand for the fund-raisers.
Tickets are $25 each for the.
reception and $25 each for the
dinner. Arrangements may be
made for tickets by calling
Bob Nanney at 753-4937 before
5 p.m. or Z. C. Enix at 753-3352
or Betty Bennett at 753-4057
after 5 p.m.
NATIONAL
BOSTON AP) — Despite a
chilling mist and the threat of
steady rain, scores of spectators, the vanguard of an
estimated 2 million people,
kept an all-night vigil near the
Boston Common, waiting for a
-sporto-seePope John Paul II
at the start of his tour of six
U.S. cities.

THE BIG EVENT!
K,

Livestock Market

Rev. Cecil L Page
Dies At Hospital;
Rites On Saturday

Tressa Heltsley Joins"
M-CC Hospital Staff
In Physical Therapy

1978luv

Stock Market

8111

1

Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For Frank Pace

I

- $4475.00

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

a.. A410.

Hog Market

The Fabulous

HANNEFORD
' CIRCUS

Fund-Raising Reception,
Dinner To Be Held For
Martha Layne Collins
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Wednesday,Oct.3rd
4:30p.m.&8:00p.m.
AT THE

Now Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???

WestKy..Expo. Center
TICKETS'

That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...

"

$400

Adults

Chyren (6-12)

Ronald Reagan To
Appear With Nunn
In Hopkinsville

Children (Under 6)

The First Few

There will be a receptiw
prior to the speaking begn
fling at 9:00 a.m. with th,
principal address set for 9:30

Days of the Month
•

Those interested in pip
chasing a ticket to the private
reception at 900 a.m. rmo.
contact James C. Williams al
753-3147. Tickets are $25 ea(.),
with funds going toward thi
campaign for Gov. Nunn. The
speaking at 9:30 is free and
open to the public and will also
be held at the Convention
Center.

$
P
°

Free

ADVANCED TICKETS CAN
BE PURCHASED AT
WEST. KY. EXPO CENTER

Former governor Ronald
Reagan of California will
appear with gubernatorial
nominee Louie B. Nunn at thc
Convention
Center
in
Hopkinsville, Ky. on Monday.
Oct. 8, according to local
Republican campaigr
workers.

The Carriers Collect

a.

Cc
co
pL

_ *ONE DAY ONLY*

THE BIG EVENT!

Expect them aid June yew
payments ready. If this is impossible tell them when to come
and celled.
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